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Abstract
Consider a measurable space (X, A) and a function K : X2 -+ R and p, v two finite
signed measures on (X, A). Define an integral operator TK with kernel K by:
TK(I, i) = JK(x, y)du(x)dv(y).
We are interested in the particular case in which p and v are differences of probability
measures. We obtain results on the behavior of TK, using metric entropy conditions,
in the case in which K is a trace class kernel. We also introduce some results on trace
class operators.
If we let T(P) := T(P, P), for a probability measure P, defined on I = [0, 1], and
we consider P,, the empirical measure of a sample of size n, we give asymptotic
distributions of T(P,) under relatively mild conditions.
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Introduction
Consider (X, A) a measurable space and K : X' -- R a function, which in principle
is not assumed to be symmetric. We are interested in the behavior of the functional
TK(P) defined by
TK(P) = JK(x, y)dP(x)dP(y)
where P is any probability measure on (X, A). Such functionals are called "von Mises
functionals" and there are extensive known results about them in statistical literature,
since von Mises proposed the study of several statistics and their asymptotic behavior
using the concept of Gateaux differentiability in 1947. However, most of the work
done on von Mises functionals has been dedicated to the unidimensional case, with
the exception of von Mises himself and Filippova in 1961, the case of multidimensional
kernels has been somewhat neglected until recent studies, in which the asymptotic
behavior of such functionals is of basic interest. In the following research we analyze
only the bidimensional case and we mainly find results when K(-, -) is the kernel of a
trace class operator.
The first chapter of this thesis is a compilation of results on operators which
includes: basic definitions and theorems about linear operators in the first section.
The second section includes the main results on Schmidt class operators (oc) and
concludes with the completeness of the space with respect to its metric c(A - B). In
the third section we will talk about integral operators and their relation to Schmidt
operators. The fourth section introduces trace class operators and several results
related to them. Through this section all the results are taken from Schatten [1960].
The fifth and last section defines the concept of metric entropy and together with the
results of Mitjagin [1961], we give a characterization of a trace class operator in terms
of an entropy condition; later results involving entropy will be used in the following
chapters.
In the first section of the second chapter we give a list of known results about
conditions on a kernel K(x, y), that imply that AK, the integral operator it gener-
ates, is a trace class operator, and also an entropy condition on K, that depends on a
Smithies-Stinespring theorem. The second section deals mainly with the representa-
tion of a trace class kernel, in terms of a series of products of L2 functions, such that
the series is convergent in L 2'; and the section ends with an example which shows that
the conditions on the representation Theorem are sharp. The last section of chapter
II is about convergence a.s. and in L1 of the series given by the representation The-
orem, not only on [0, 1]2, but also on the diagonal, which in most cases represents a
problem, since its measure is generally zero.
The third chapter answers the question: Which conditions on K(x, y) imply that
K(x, y) = E aifi(x)gi(y), where E lai lfil,,oll9gil,, < 00. The purpose of this condi-
tion is that it does not depend on any measure, and therefore, we can find "universal"
results. To do so we use another paper of Mitjagin published in 1964. In the first
section we make a short analysis of some other possible basic systems, besides the
usual Fourier series. In a second section we give a CLT under metric entropy with
L'-bracketing, to do this we use a strong result proved by Ossiander in 1987. In the
third and last section of this chapter, we use a later paper, Andersen et al. [1988],
which proves that the separability condition in Ossiander's Theorem can be removed,
and that we can replace L2-brackets by what they call A2,oo-brackets and the entropy
condition by the weaker majorizing measure condition. We finish this section and the
chapter by relating both papers.
In the fourth chapter we talk about the functional
TK(p, v) = JJ K(x, y)dy(x)dv(y)
where p, v are signed measures and more specifically differences of probability mea-
sures. The first section is an introduction to von Mises functionals and the basic con-
cepts of differentiability in the sense of Gateaux, compact or Hadamard and Frichet
as in Reeds [1976]. In the second section we use Frechet differentiability with respect
to ll. - 7', that is the norm generated by an specific family of functions JF, and we
find conditions on F in order to have the Frechet differentiability of TK(P) and also
obtain V/'IlPn - PIIF = Op(1). In the last section we find the asymptotic distribution
of TK(P,) using results of Serfling [1980].
Chapter 1
Operators
The first four sections of this chapter are a review of some known facts about operators
on Hilbert spaces. For facts stated but not proved here, refer to Schatten [1960] for
proofs.
1.1 Review
Definition 1.1.1 Consider a complex Hilbert space H with inner product (, .).
A family {fj }jE C H is summable with sum f (denoted by >jEJ fj = f) if for every
e > 0, there exists Jx C J a finite subset of indices, such that for every J1 C Jo, finite:
I1 fj - fll <
jEJo
where Ihll = (h, h)1/2  for h E H.
Definition 1.1.2 {p(j}jE C H is a basis for H if {fcpj}jE is complete, i.e. (f, Oj) =
0 for every j E J implies f = 0, and {f j} is orthonormal, i.e. (WP, Vk) = 6j,k.
The next theorem about bases of Hilbert spaces is well known:
Theorem 1.1.3 Let {pfj}j} C H be an orthonormal family of vectors in H. Then
the following are equivalent:
i) {f j}jEJ is a basis
ii) (f, pj) = 0 for all j implies f = 0
iii) For every f E H we have f = EjEJ(f, p),j (Fourier series expansion)
iv) For every f, g E J EjEj(f, oj)(Wj, g) = (f, g) (Parseval's identity)
v) For every f E H Ilf112 = EjEJ I(f, (pj)12.
Definition 1.1.4 A bounded linear transformation A from H into H is called an
operator and its norm is denoted by IIAIl.
Definition 1.1.5 An operator A is invertible iff there exists an operator B such that
AB=BA=I, the identity operator, and we write B = A-'.
Definition 1.1.6 The set of all complex numbers A such that A-AI is not invertible,
is called the spectrum of A and is denoted by A(A).
In fact A(A) is a closed subset of the disk Jzl < jAIIA.
Definition 1.1.7 The adjoint of A is denoted by A*, and is defined as the operator
such that (Af, g) = (f, A*g) for every f, g E H. A is called selfadjoint or Hermitian
iffA = A*.
If A is selfadjoint then A(A) C R.
Definition 1.1.8 A is called positive iff (Af, f) > 0 for all f E H.
Every positive operator on a complex Hilbert space is then selfadjoint.
Definition 1.1.9 A is normal if AA* = A*A.
Definition 1.1.10 A is unitary if AA* = A*A = I.
Definition 1.1.11 Let M C H be a linear subspace of H. An operator W is called
partially isometric if it is isometric on M and equal to 0 on HeM = {y E HI(x, y) =
0 Vx E M}, M is called the initial set of W and the range 1 of W is its final set.
By definition of the adjoint operator A** = A and A*A is positive, since
(A*Af, f) = (Af, A**f) = (Af, Af) O0. For every positive operator A there exists
a unique positive operator B such that A = B2 .
Definition 1.1.12 Since A*A is positive we can define [A] = (A*A)1/ 2
It is easily checked that [A] = [A*] iff A is normal.
If A is of finite rank, that is, its range is of finite dimension, then A*A, AA*, [A]
and [A*] are also of finite rank.
Theorem 1.1.13 Let A be an operator. There exists a partially isometric operator
W whose initial set is the closure of the range of [A] and the final set is the closure
of the range of A, satisfying:
i) A = W[A]
ii) [A] = W*A
iii) A* = W*[A*]
iv) [A*] = W[A]W*.
Also these representations are unique in the sense that if A = W1B1 where Bx > 0
and W1 is partially isometric, with initial set the closure of the range of B 1, then
B1 = [A] and W1 = W. If A is of finite rank then we can assume W is unitary (not
necessarily unique however).
Proof: see Schatten page 4.
Definition 1.1.14 Given so and 0 in H we define the operator so 0 T by:
(V 0 TV)f = (f,Y0)ý.
With this definition it is clear that Wo 0•/, is an operator.
Theorem 1.1.15 Let {sO}j)j 3 and {fj})jyj be two orthonormal families of vectors
and {fj}jIE be a family of complex numbers, then {Aj(f, 4j)pj}jsE is summable for
every f E H ifff{A} is bounded. If {Aj} is bounded the sum ZEJ Aj(f, Oj)Voj defines
an operator denoted by:
CAjcp 1j 0
jEJ
whose norm is given by supjEJ IAj*.
Proof: see Schatten page 8.
Corollary 1.1.16 E•EJ Ajcj 0 'j is zero iff every Ah = 0, and so jEJ A~opj b ji =
E~jJ Ojpj 0i , iff pj = Aj for all j.
Theorem 1.1.17 Let A = EjJ Ajpj 0 j. Then:
i) A* = EjEJ AjCj 0 'j
ii) A*A = EYE, jIA1 i2Oj0 
iii) [A] = EjJ IA•,14 0 j.
The operator Ej~J Ajj, 0 " is normal, and is Hermitian iff all AX are real.
Theorem 1.1.18 The operator A = IJ Aj~pj 0 gj has an inverse iff
i) {(pj}jEJ is a basis
ii) {,}'jEJ is a basis
iii) {Aj }ijE is not only bounded but bounded away from 0
and in that case A - 1 = EiEJ(1/A)bj 0 -j.
Proof: See Schatten page 11.
Notice that for a basis {Jo} we have:
EQi 0(pj= I.
jEJ
If we have a representation for A = A• j Aj• j 0 -we can find the spectrum A(A) =
{J E CIA - AI is not invertible }:
A - AI = E(Aj - ®\)Wi 0
jEJ
so A(A) = the closure of the set of the As.
If A ' A(A) then (A - AI)- 1 = EJ ~Jpjs ' \
For the case {(pj}jEJ not being complete, the same can be done by adding {wi}iEI
such that {(pj}jW U{wi}ie is a basis, and noticing that the range of LjEJ 0 - is
the subspace spanned by {fi} EJ and is equal to the range of A, so that:
A- AI = E(Aj - A) 1j T + Z(-A)wi 0 U.
vJ iEI
As a remark, given a non-empty compact set A of complex numbers, we can
construct a normal operator on a given infinite dimensional space, having A as its
spectrum. To do so just take A1, A2,... a dense sequence in A, take an orthonornal
sequence pcV, 12,... and if necessary extend it to be a basis by adding {wJi)iIr, then
let A = EjjJ Ai
~
cj 0 .j + Ei•,(Ax)wi 0 3w and if A is a set of real numbers then A is
selfadjoint.
Let U be the algebra of all bounded operators on H.
There are a lot of equivalent definitions for compact (or completely continuous)
operators. We adopt the following:
Definition 1.1.19 An operator A is compact if it takes weakly convergent sequences
into strongly convergent sequences, in symbols f,n - f implies Af, -+ Af. The class
of all compact operators will be denoted by C.
This definition is equivalent to the usual one that states that A of the unit ball is
totally bounded. As an immediate consequence of the definition we have the following:
Lemma 1.1.20 C with usual sum, product and scalar multiplication is a two sided
ideal in the algebra U i.e.
i) A E C ~ AA E C for A any complex number
ii) A,B E C =- (A + B) E C
iii) A E C,X E U1 - (AX) E C and (XA) E C.
Proof: It follows directly from the definition of compact operators. O
From the polar decomposition of operators, Theorem 1.1.13 and lemma 1.1.20, we
have the next:
Lemma 1.1.21 The following are equivalent:
i) AEC
ii) A* EC
iii) [A] E C
iv) [A*] E C.
Lemma 1.1.22 Let An E C for n = 1,2,... and suppose IIA - AII,..o --- 0, then
AEC.
Proof: See Schatten page 13.
As an important corollary we have the following:
Corollary 1.1.23 Let { oi}iJi and {bs}iEi be two orthonormal sequences and {A(}i~E
a sequence convergent to 0 of complex numbers, then:
EZAijo,() i 1 E C.
iEI
Proof: Consider An. = ~ ~= i &i and apply Lemma 1.1.22. 0
Theorem 1.1.24 The compact operators A are precisely those admitting a polar rep-
resentation 4 = Ei jicpAi ® where both {pi} and {t ik} are orthonormal sequences
and all the A; 's are positive. The sum has either a finite or a denumerably infinite
number of terms; in the last case, we have also Ai - O0. The above representation
is unique in the sense that the Ai's are necessarily all the positive eigenvalues (each
appearing the number of times that equals its multiplicity) of [A].
Proof: See Schatten page 19.
The next theorem includes several of the results about C:
Theorem 1.1.25 Consider the set C of all compact operators. With the usual defi-
nition of sum, product and scalar multiple for operators, C is a selfadjoint two-sided
ideal in the algebra U. The algebra C is normed. Moreover, the resulting normed
algebra is complete, that is, C is a Banach algebra.
1.2 Schmidt Class Operators
Lemma 1.2.1 Let A be an operator on H and {faj}jEJ, { }j)jEj two bases of H. Then
the families:
{j|A(pi21}, {2|11A*112}, {1(Apj, 0)12}
of nonnegative numbers are all summable or not, and the sums are equal and do not
depend on the bases if they are summable.
Proof: By Theorem 1.1.3 v) IIApll2 = i I(A( j, ¢k)12. Then
Z IIAjllI 2 -  I(aZAj0, ¢)12 = = I (Vj, A*b)12 = Z I(A*bi, sj) -)-2 = Z IIA*ViI 2.
In the same way we have (using A** = A ): EillA*,ill1 2 = E,,j I(A*Ci,Cj)l 2 =
i,j I(0;, A**)j)2 = Eij I((, A4j)|2 = Ei,j J(A4j, ,')12 = Ej IIA l'112. From all these
equalities Ej IIAW j112 = E I|IAi 112.  O
Definition 1.2.2 If the families above are summable we denote the common value of
the sum by (o(A))2, in other cases let a(A) = oo.
The class of operators A such that a(A) < oo forms the Schmidt class denoted by
(ac).
Lemma 1.2.3 For every operator A, hAIl <o (A).
Proof: There is nothing to prove if a(A) = oo, so suppose cr(A) < oo. To show that
IIA'WoI < a(A) for every p such that (IRII = 1, let {Joj} be a basis for H with Wo one of
its elements, then we have: IIAVll 5 (Zj IIApjp112)1/2 = a(A). 0
Lemma 1.2.4 For the class (ac) we have:
i) A E (ac) if A* E (ac) and a(A) = a(A*).
ii) If A E (ac) and A is a complex number then AA E (ac) and a(AA) = jAIl(A).
iii) A,B E (ac) implies (A + B) E (ac) and c(A + B) < a(A) + a(B).
iv) A E (ac),X E U implies AX, XA E (ac) and a(XA), a(AX) < IIXIIoa(A).
v) If W, 0 E H then (W0 ;I) E (ac) and a(5p 0 1) = Ilpll0IIb.
vi) A E (ac) iff[A] E (ac) and a(A) = a([A]).
Proof: i) and ii) follow from the definition of (ac) and a(-)
iii) Let {pj }jEj be a basis of H and let K C J finite, then
(EjEKII(A + B)pjll') 1/2 < (EEK(IIAjill + IIBPjlI)2)1/2
< (EljKIIApjlI 2)1/2 + (EjEKIIBpjII2)1/2 < a(A) + a(B).
Since this is true for every finite set K C J the result follows.
iv) cr(AX) = a((AX)*) = a(X*A*) by i), but
IIXA(pjo112  IIXI 2II1A•pj112
so a(XA) < IIXlII(A), and then:
c(X*A*) < IIX*llr(A*) = IIXI•a(A).
v) Let {fOj}j;j be a basis of H. By Theorem 1.3 v) we have:
IIll112III12 = tsII2EjEJl(I , 4()12 = jEJII(ji, 4')s112 =
ZE:JII(sO ® k)SIjl = (a(W ® ))2.
vi) By Theorem 1.1.13 we have A = W[A] and [A] = W*A and apply iv). 0
By v) and iii) all operators of finite rank belong to (ac), in fact by ii) and iii) (ac)
is a linear space.
Lemma 1.2.5 Let A, B E (ac) and let {frj}jEJ be a basis for H. Then the family
{I(Aopj, Bysj)l)
is summable, and so is {(Acpj, Bcpj)}, and the latter sum is independent of {pj}•J.
Proof: See Schatten page 30.
Definition 1.2.6 If A, B E (ac) and {1 }yjEJ is a basis for H we define:
(A, B) = EIEJ(A"pj, Bcpj).
Lemma 1.2.7 Let A, Al, B, B1 E (ac), X E U, and c a complex number. Then:
i) (B, A) = (A, B)
ii) (cA,B) = c(A,B)
ii) ' (A, cB) = "(A, B)
iii) (A1 + A2, B) = (A1, B) + (A2, B)
iii)' (A, Bx + B 2) = (A, B) + (A, B 2)
iv) (A, A) > 0, (A,A) = 0 iff A=O
v) (A*, B*) = (A, B)
vi) (XA, B) = (A, X*B)
vi) ' (AX, B) = (A, BX*)
vii) For cp, , f , g E H (W 0 , f 0 ') = (cp, f)(g, 7).
Proof: See Schatten page 31.
From i) to iv) (., ) is an inner product in (ac) and (A, A)! / 2 = a(A) is the norm
that it defines.
In particular I(A, B)I < a(A)a(B) by Schwarz's inequality.
Lemma 1.2.8 (ac) is a complete space with respect to its metric a(A - B).
Proof: See Schatten page 32.
Theorem 1.2.9 If A E (ac) then A E C.
Proof: See Schatten page 32.
Theorem 1.2.10 A compact operator with polar representation A = EJJA~jp0?kj E
(cc) if
EjEJAý< 00
which is the series of nonzero eigenvalues of A*A, and in this case
o(A) = (EjYEJA)/ 2.
Proof: See Schatten page 33.
Theorem 1.2.11 Let {(cp}jbj be a basis in H. The set (cc) of all operators A for
which {IIApjll12} is summable, is a linear space. There c(A) = (CjEIIAApojll 2)1/2 is
a norm. The resulting normed linear space is complete, hence a Banach space; it
contains the operators of finite rank as a dense subset. For any pair of operators A
and B in (cc), the family {(Acpj, Bypj)} of complex numbers is summable. Its sum
(A,B) defines an inner product in (cc) and (A, A)1/2 = c(A) is the norm that goes
with it. Thus, (cc) is a Hilbert space (independent of the chosen basis {pPj}jEJ).
The operators in (cc) are necessarily compact. They are precisely those compact
operators (in the polar form) A = E1jjAyjwj 0 for which >EJ'J\, < 00; we also
have c(A) = (EjEJAX)1/ 2. Moreover, (cc) is an ideal in the algebra U. Under its own
norm (ac) is a Banach algebra, in fact, also a norm-ideal.
Proof: This theorem is just a compilation of all the previous results. O
1.3 Integral Operators
Consider (fl, A, p) a measure space and consider the space of p-square integrable
functions.
Definition 1.3.1
L2(p) = {f-:fl -+ CI f is measurable andJ Ifl2dy, < oo},
L2(p 0 p) = {f : f0 1 -+ CI f is measurable and f flf(x, y)12d/P(x)dp/(y) < oo}
with usual inner product, i.e.
(f, g) = f d I for f, g E L2(p)
< f,g >= J fffdp(x)dp(y) for f,g E L2(p 0 p)
with corresponding norms
Ilf ll= (f, f)1/2 in L2(p)
Il flll =< f, f >>1/2 in L2(/1 A t').
It is well known that L2(p), L2 (p 0 p) with their inner products become Hilbert
spaces.
Definition 1.3.2 For K(z,y) E L2(p ® 0p) define:
AK(f) = K(x,)f(y)f(y)d(y) for f EL 2(p).
Then AK defines an operator in L2(p) and is called an integral operator with kernel
K(x, y). It is direct to check that (AK)* = AK. if
K*(x,y) = K(y,x) a.e.[pi].
If AK1, AK 2 are integral operators with kernels f1,, K2 then for every complex
number c, cAK, and AK, + AK2 are integral operators with kernels cK 1 and K1 + K2
respectively, moreover AK, AK2 is an integral operator with kernel
f K, (x, z)K 2(z, y)dlu(z) as can be verified by easy calculations.
By Fubini's theorem and Schwarz's inequality
IIAKII <_' IllKI
and in the case of products
III J4(X,z)K2(z, y)dp(z) 111 5 11•l 1 1112 I 11•.
Theorem 1.3.3 An operator AK on L2 (p) is of integral type iff AK E (ac), and if
K generates AK, then
o(AK) = -K III.-
The correspondence AK +-+ K is a linear isometry between L2 (p 0 p) and the Schmidt
operators on L2(p) .
Proof: See Schatten page 35.
Corollary 1.3.4 If K(x, y) L2(I/p ) is such that K(z, y) = K(y, z) then we can
write:
K(x, y)=  j~Jjvj(x)Wj(y)
where the A)s are the non-zero eigenvalues of the integral operator AK, which are
real, and {(po(z)} is a corresponding sequence of eigenvectors. The convergence of the
sequence is in the sense of L2(p 0 p).
Proof: See Schatten page 36.
Analogously we have:
Corollary 1.3.5 If K(z, y) E L2(p 0 i) we can rewrite
K(x,y) = ZEJjAcoj(x)0k,(y)
where all the A)s are greater than 0 and {joW(x)} and {1j(x)} are orthonormal se-
quences in L2 (p). The convergence of the series is in the sense of L2 (p ® p), and the
representation is unique in the sense that the A)s are necessarily the positive eigen-
values of [AK].
Proof: The result follows from Theorem 1.1.13 and the proof given in Schatten page
36. O
1.4 Trace Class Operators
Lemma 1.4.1 Let A = BC be the product of two operators in (ac) and {I 3 }jbj a
basis in H. Then {I(Ao, pjj)I}3 EJ is summable and so is {(Acpj, j)}, and the latter
sum is independent of {oj }jj.
Proof: See Schatten page 37.
Definition 1.4.2 The products of two operators in (ac) form the trace class (rc) and
for A E (rc)
t(A) = ZEj(Aýpj,Voj)
is called the trace of A.
In fact if B, C E (ac) and A = C*B then t(A) = (B, C) and if B1 and C, E (ac), then
C*B = CB 1 implies (B, C) = (B1 , CI), so t does not depend on the representation.
If A is an operator, we know [A] > 0 and so [A]'/ 2 is well defined, and we have
the next:
Lemma 1.4.3 Consider {p j}jEj a fixed basis, then the following are equivalent:
i) A E (rc)
ii) [A] E ('rc)
iii) [A]1/ 2 E (ac)
iv) YEsj([A]p o, cp) < oo.
Proof: See Schatten page 37.
Lemma 1.4.4 For the class (rc) we have:
i) A E (7c) iffA* E (rc)
ii) A E (rc) implies (AA) E (rc) for every complex number A
iii) A, B E (rc) implies (A + B) E (rc)
iv) A E (rc) and X E U implies AX and XA E (rc).
Proof: See Schatten page 38.
Lemma 1.4.5 The trace t(-) has the following properties:
i) For any A E (rc), A* E (rc) and t(A*) = t(A).
ii) t(cA) = ct(A) for any complex number c and A E (rc)
iii) t(A + B) = t(A) + t(B) for any A, B E (re)
iv) t(AB) = t(BA) with either A or B in (rc).
Proof: See Schatten page 38.
Definition 1.4.6 For A E (rc) let r(A) = t([A]).
Lemma 1.4.7 A E (rc) iff[A] E (rc) and r(A) = r([A]).
Proof: Refer to Schatten page 39.
Lemma 1.4.8 A E (rc) if [A]1/ 2 E (ac) and
r(A) = ('([A]/2)) 2
Proof: See Schatten page 39.
Lemma 1.4.9 If A E (rc) and X is any operator, then X[A] E (rc) and
It(X[A])o < IlXll7(A).
Proof: See Schatten page 39.
Lemma 1.4.10 Let A, B E (rc), X E and A a complex number. Then
i) 7(A*) = r(A)
ii) r(AA) = IAIr(A)
iii) r(A + B) < r(A) + r(B)
iv) r(A) 2 0, r(A)= 0 A=0
v) -r(AX) and -r(XA) are less or equal IIX|II(A)
vi) It(A)I < r(A).
Proof: See Schatten page 40.
Corollary 1.4.11 IfA E (rc) and {cpW}jE , {fI}jEJ are two bases, then
{I(As, j))l1} is summable. Hence {(A~j, bj)} is also summable, moreover:
IEjEJ(Awj, ¢j)l < r(A).
Proof: See Schatten page 40.
Lemma 1.4.12 If p,, k E H
i) ~ 0 E (7c)
iii) r(W ® ;) = I1pI* 11I11
Proof: Refer to Schatten page 41.
Theorem 1.4.13 IfA E (rc) then A C .
Proof: See Schatten page 41.
Theorem 1.4.14 Let A E C and let EjIj•Jcpj 0 j be a polar representation of A,
then: A E (ac) iff EjEjA 2 < 00 and in this case a(A) = (2Ej(Aij) 2)1/ 2. Furthermore
A E (re) iff Ej jA < oo, and in this case
r(A) = EjjAj.
Proof: See Schatten page 41.
Theorem 1.4.15 IfA E (rc) and e > 0 there exists B of finite rank such that
7(A- B) < e .
Proof: See Schatten page 41.
Theorem 1.4.16 For A E (rc) we have the next inequalities:
IJAl • 5(A) <5 (A).
Proof: See Schatten page 42.
To conclude this section we give a summary of all the previous results on the class
of trace class operators:
Theorem 1.4.17 Consider the class (rc) of all products of two operators in the class
(ac). This class is the same as the class of all operators A such that %jJ([ A]Cp, ~i) <
00 for a given basis {oj}jyEJ. With usual sum and scalar multiplication (rc) is a linear
space. And it is also normed, with norm given by the sum above, which is independent
of the basis, and we called it r(A). The resulting normed linear space is complete; it
contains the operators of finite rank as a dense subset. (rc) C (ac), so all trace class
operators are compact; and they are the operators having the polar form E••JAjVjO®pj
with EjEjAj < oo, and then we have r(A) = FEjAj . Moreover (rc) is a two-sided
ideal in the algebra U, and a Banach algebra under its own norm. In fact (rc) is also
a norm ideal.
Proof: See all the results in this section and for the completeness see Schatten page
47. 0
1.5 Metric Entropy
In this section we introduce the notion of "Metric Entropy" (also called a-entropy).
For simplicity we will use the notation of Mityagin [1961], but we have to keep in
mind that metric entropy can be defined in any metric space; for example see Dudley
[1984], Chapter 6. The purpose of this section is to find a characterization of trace
class operators in terms of metric entropy.
Definition 1.5.1 A set A in a linear space E is called a balanced convez set if for
any numbers A and y such that JAI + Ili < 1 we have AA + yA C A.
Definition 1.5.2 Let S be a balanced convez set in a a linear space 6 and K any
subset of C, we write:
N(K,S)= inf{n: K C Uj(k+S), xk E for k=,...,n}
i=1
i.e., N(K,S) is the smallest number of translations of the set S which cover the set K.
And now let:
M(K,S)=sup{n :i--xj S, i 4 j, ziEK;i,j=1,...,n}
i.e. M(K,S) is the largest number of elements of the set K whose distance apart is
greater than 1, with the distance understood to be:
Ix - yls = sup { : A(x - y) ý S, A > 0}.
The e-entropy of K with respect to the set S is defined by:
H(K, eS) = log N(K, eS)
and the e-capacity of K with respect to the set S is defined by:
>E(K, eS) = log M(K, eS).
These two concepts are closely related as it is shown in the next:
Lemma 1.5.3 For every set K C E and every balanced convex set S we have the
inequality:
M(K, 2S) < N(K, S) < M(K, S).
Proof: For a more general proof we refer to Dudley [1984], Thm. 6.0.1, page 39. 0
Definition 1.5.4 A p-ellipsoid in the space lp, 1 < p < oo is a set of the form:
00
= { E 1, : (E Z(a, )x/P < 1}
n=1l
where an is a monotonically increasing sequence of positive numbers such that an - 1
and a, -- oo as n -+ oo. And we also define:
m(t) = sup{n : an < t}.
Theorem 1.5.5 The c-entropy H(E, e'/'S) of a p-ellipsoid E with respect to the unit
ball S = {( E , : (E,, _I<P)1/P 1} satisfies the inequalities:
m( )log 4 + m(t)dt > H(=, e1/rS) > 2C Ž -t)dt.f .0 10 t
Proof: See Mitjagin [1961], page 71.
In the case p = 2 we have some corollaries, but first let us define:
I(s) = M (t) dt.
Corollary 1.5.6 The e-entropy of a 2-ellipsoid E satisfies the inequalities:
2 1
m( )log(8/e) > H(-, >/'S)> m( ).
Proof: See Mitjagin [1961], page 73.
Corollary 1.5.7 The e-entropy of a 2-ellipsoid satisfies the inequalities:
f8 1
Proof: Refer to Mitjagin [1961], page 74.
We want to find a characterization of trace class operators in terms of entropy,
our claim is the following:
Theorem 1.5.8 An operator A is trace class iff
fJ H(A(S), eS)de < o00
where S is the unit ball.
The Theorem will be proved a little later. First, consider A an operator. By
Theorem 1.1.13 A = W[A] where [A] = (A*A) / 2 and W is a partially isometric
operator with initial set the closure of the range of [A] and final set the closure of the
range of A (see Definition 1.11).
So, if S is the unit ball then A(S) = W[A](S). Since W is partially isometric the
e-entropy is not altered if we consider [A](S) instead of A(S), that is, if A(S) =
and [A](S) = Ei then
H(&, e1/'S) = H(E., eS) Ve > 0.
And in fact E is a p-ellipsoid for p = 2.
Choose a basis of eigenvectors {(}jeJ of [A] such that [A]pj = A\jP where Aj \ 0
as j -+ co (ordering the eigenvalues), then:
[A](S) = {z: E x '<.1}
if x = EjXJjxpj.
The operator [A] is trace class iff Ej2jAj < oo. Now A E (re) iff [A] E (rc) by
Lemma 1.4.3, so we have A E (rc) iff 2EejAj < oo.
From now on J wil be the set of positive integers. And we define:
1
an = n--
Since n,, A < oo, then at most a finite number of an < 1, so without loss of generality
we will assume that for every integer n, an > 1. (Since A, is decreasing to 0, then an
is increasing to oo).
In order to prove Theorem 1.5.8 we need some lemmas. Let {an}n>1 be a increasing
sequence such that a, > 1, Vn, and r > 0 such that ,, oo, then for m(t) as
defined above we have:
Lemma 1.5.9
1 f/ T- ~,  tdtd - fcl" dt + crf t for c >1
o Jo c'fOO~ +dt for c < 1.
Proof: Since an > 1 then we can take m(t) = 0 for 0 < t < 1 from the definition of
m(t) in 1.5.4.
1) If c > 1 fo f/f'M(t)idtde = (by Fubini's theorem)
ffom(t) ddt + flfof•'.rm(t)dd =
t t
f1c"dt + c f•d•C dt.
2) If c< 1
fIf C/crm(t) dtdI  = " fofc./t m(t) dedt =t t
c Tf oo m(dt.
Lemma 1.5.10
1 J 7d t+< H(E, el/'S)de < 8< j dt1 +8r 0 m(t)dt.
2r trItr 1 o- - 0-- 1, t 18 u.
Proof: By Corollary 1.5.7
I(8/eu/') = S8/l1/r0
By Lemm 1.5.9 with c = 8 > 1 and c = 1/2 < 1 weS)d have:
By Lemma 1.5.9 with c = 8 > 1 and c = 1/2 < 1 we have:
Qdt  1 H(E,el'rS)de j m(t) dt + 8'rf8 j dt.
Corollary 1.5.11
H(E, exl'S)de < oo iff m dt < oo.tr t+l
J8 '(t)dt < 00 since a, / oot
00 dt (t)dt.
88 
t'+ 
--
Lemma 1.5.12 Let an and m(t) be as defined above. Then:
(1 1 ) m(2A:)(1ir E 2r 001
1 a -
(2r-1)~
Proof: If we define:
Ak = {n :2k < an 2k+1}, k an integer
and remembering that every a, was assumed to be greater than 1, we have:
01 1
Earn=l n
00 1
k=O0nEAk n
oo
k=O
1
2r(k+1) cardAk =
m(2&k+) - m(2k)
2r(k+1)
00 m(2k+l)
k=O 2r(k+1)
M(-ldt = 1(1/2e'/r )
m(-)dtde.t
Proof:
and
m(2k)
2rk
k=O k=O
m(2k)
2rk
mts) dew ClrS) >~t 1
I_
1/2c'/'
k=1
m(2k)
2 rk 2rk= i
m(2k)
2rk
100
-(1 - ' >
k=1
m(2k)
2 rk
which gives the first inequality, similarly for the other inequality we have:
1 oo 1
ar an=l n k=O nC-Ak n
m(2k+' ) - m(2k)
2rk
k=O
r 0 m(2k)
2=k=1
00 m(2k+1)
= 2E 2r(k+1)
k=O
m(2k)
2k
Lemma 1.5.13 Let m(t) be as in Definition 1.5.4. Then
Sm(dt < (2r - 1) 00
1 tr+ 
- r k=l
m(2k)
2 rk
-(t)dt (since m(t) is increasing)
00
• m(2k+l)
k=O
2 k+1 dt m(2 l 1 2k+l
f2k tr+ =~)(~h1 2 )
k=O
(2r - 1) 0 m(2k+1)
r O2r(k+1)k=0
(2r - 1) 0
r k=-k=1
giving the right hand inequality. Similarly
j004t d 002 k+1 M
-(r Fa1) 2 k r+qk=O
r 2r(k+l)k=O
00
qdt > m(2k)
k=O
(2r_1)
r2r k=O
Lemma 1.5.14 E'I- 1/ar is convergent if f o _tdt < oo.
26
00 2 1cardAk 
=
k=0
k=O
m(2k)
2rkk=l
(2r-1)
r2r
m(2k)
2rk -
Proof:
k=O
00 (tdtt'+l =o 2_+1
k=O
1 00
r Ek=0
1
2r(k+'1)m(2k+')( 2rkk
m(2k)
2rk
2•2k ' +dt
m(2k)
2k
k=
k=i
Proof: Suppose that " 1/a' is convergent. By Lemma 1.5.12 we know that
k lA:=l
m(2k)
2 rk
001< -- <oo
a•rn=1 n
so 0 < Ek~f= " < oo00 since m(t) > 0 for t > 0. Now by Lemma 1.5.13
10 m(t)dt <tr+l (2 - 1) 00 m(2k)
r -1 2rk < 00.k=1
For the other implication suppose AfO" 11dt < oo, then by Lemma 1.5.13
m(2k) 00
2-- - 1<
m()dt < o00
jT+
so that -o2,) < 00 and by Lemma 1.5.12
00 1
S a rn=1 n k=1
m(2k)
2 rk
which finishes the proof.
Lemma 1.5.15 fJ H(E, e•/rS)dE < 00o if E, < 00.a r
iff r00 dtdttr (t dt d iff Z < 00n ar
applying Corollary 1.5.11 and Lemma 1.5.14 .
Now we can easily prove Theorem 1.5.8, just take r = 1 in the previous Lemma and
A(S) as the ellipsoid . And even more we have also the following:
Theorem 1.5.16 A is a Schmidt operator if flo H(A(S), 'l/2S)de < oo.
Proof: Aodlv Lemma 1.5.15 with A(S) = E and r = 2.
(2' - 1)
r2r k=O
m(2k)
2r< k
2rk
S(2r_- 1) =O
k=O
Proof:
1H(-, ~/'S)de < 00o
.. rjr..y I.- .- kýj - - --- . - -
Chapter 2
Trace Class Operators
2.1 Kernels of Trace Class Operators
In the first chapter we recalled the definition of a trace class operator and we gave the
main results about the space of trace class operators, as well as a new characterization
of trace class operators in terms of their e-entropy
In this section we list some of the known conditions on K(x, y) that make the
integral operator
(TKf)(x) = f K(x, y)f(y)dy
where K E L2 ([a, b]2) and f is any function in L2([a, b]) a trace class operator (also
known in mathematical literature as "nuclear operator").
We first begin with some basic definitions:
Definition 2.1.1 Let K(x, y) E L2([a, b]2).
a) K(x, y) is nonnegative definite if for every f E L2 ([a, b])
f f.f K(z,y)f(x)f(y)dxdy > 0.
b)'K(x, y) is symmetric or Hermitian iff K(z, y) = K(y, x) for each x and y in [a,b].
c) K(z, y) E LiPa in the variable z if
AK := IK(z + h, y) - K(x, y)I <:l IhA(y)
where A (y) is nonnegative, A E L2([a, b]) and X, y E [a, b]. (Likewise define K(x, y) E
Lip, in the variable y).
d) K(x, y) E Lip(a,p) in the variable x if its LP modulus of continuity wp(K, 6) satisfies:
w,(K, 6) := sup [ b(AK)'dx] 1 / <6~A(y)
<he and A ar  asin wise define K( in the variable .
where A and A are as in c). (Likewise define Kg(, y) E Lip(.p) in the variable y).
The first sufficient condition we mention is due to Mercer [1909], and probably is
the best known among the rest.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Mercer) TK is a trace class operator if K(x, y) is continuous, sym-
metric and non-negative (positive) definite.
Proof: Refer to Courant [1953], page 138.
Other known results are:
Theorem 2.1.3 (Chang) TK is a trace class operator if
K(x, y) = a K(x, z)K2(z, y)dz
where K, and 12 E L2([a,b]2).
Proof: See Chang [1947], this also follows from the definition 1.4.2 of trace class
operators, Theorem 1.3.3 and the remarks before it. O
Theorem 2.1.4 (Smithies) TK is a trace class operator if K(x, y) E Lip(,,p) in either
of its variables, with p , 1 and a 1/ min(2, p).
Proof: See Smithies [1937].
Theorem 2.1.5 (Smithies-Stinespring) TK is a trace class operator if K(x, y) E Lip,
in either of its variables and a > 1/2.
Proof: Refer to Stinespring [1958].
Theorem 2.1.6 (Cochran) TK is a trace class operator if K(x, y) E Lip(,,p) in x or
y and K(x, y) E Lip(#3, q) in y or x respectively, for some 1 < p < q with:
i) for a < f, # > 1/ min(2, q);
ii) for P < a < 3 + 1/p - 1/q,
P> 1/q q< 2
ap(q - 2) + #q(2 - p) > q - p p 5 2 < q
a>2 p> 2;
iii) and for 8 + 1/p - l/q, a > 1/ min(2,p).
Proof: See Cochran [1977].
Previous results in the direction of the last theorem can be found in
Cochran [1976,a], [1976,b], Steel [1977] and Cheng [1942].
Theorem 1.5 proves to be very useful because, as we will see later in this chapter,
it will lead us to an important representation of K(x, y) in terms of a convergent
series in L2 (p 0 p).
Remark 2.1.7 All the previous definitions and theorems remain valid for
K E L2 ([a, b]2, p ® p)
and the operator
(TKf)(x) = Jb K(x,y)f(y)dp(x)
where p is a measure on [a,b].
For more information about this remark, see Stinespring [1958].
Since in further parts of this thesis we will refer to the set of functions which
are measurable and square p-integrable in [0,1] rather than [a, b], we will adopt the
following notation:
L2(p 1  p)) = L2 ([0, 1]2, u ® p) and L2 (p) = L2 ([0, 1], p)
keeping in mind that this just simplifies notation.
Now if we suppose that K E L2 (p ® p) and it satisfies the condition of Theorem
2.1.5, we define
IIK(x, )- K(z, )112 = (• IK(x, y) - K(z, y)ld(y) )1/2
and we let M2 = fo A 2(y)dg(y) where A is the non-negative, square-p integrable
function given in the definition of Lip,. Then for h < (E/M)I1c we have: that if
Iz- zol < h
IIK(x, ) - K(xo,-)l = jIK(x, y)- K(xo, y)j21dp(y) _ < h' A'(y)ds(y) = M ha
< e2, which proves the following:
Lemma 2.1.8 If K E L2 (1 0 1&) and K E Lip,, for some a > 1/2 then:
i) K is the kernel of a trace class operator, and
ii) Ve > 0 3N(e) = N and zI,...,XN E [0,1] such that Vz E [0,1] 3j E {1,...,N}
that satisfies IIK(x,) - K(xi,' )112 < e , and even more N can be taken such that
N < C/e1/'" where C is a constant.
2.2 Series Representation of Trace Class Kernels
In this section we introduce a sufficient condition for a representation of a kernel
K(z, y) in terms of a series of products of functions in L2, that will be shown to be
equivalent to the trace class property at the end of this section.
Theorem 2.2.1 Let K(z, y) E L 2(X 0X, P® P) where (X,.A) is a mneasurable space
and P is a probability measure in it. Assume that:
(*) For every e > 0 there exists N(e) = N and xz,.. .,XN E X such that for any z E X
there exists j E {1,...,N} such that IIK(x,) - K(x, )112 < e, where N < C/e' for
some r < 2.
Then K(x,y) can be written as:
K(x, y) = fjg
where the series converges in L2, fj,gj E LZ(P) and they satisfy:
SIlfjllll29ll2 < o0.
Proof: Consider qk = 1 / 2k, k E {0,1,...}, and let Bo = {zx,o,... ,N(o),o} C X
such that (*) holds for co = 1 and we define N(0) := N(eo), so N(0) 5 C.
In general for k E N let B(k) = {z(,k,..., N(k),k} C X such that (*) is satisfied for
Ek = 1/2k and we define N(k):= N(ek). Then N(k) < C2k.
Now for k E N fixed, we define hk : X - {1,... ,N(k)} as follows:[ j if Zj,k E Bk is the closest element of Bk to x
= in the pseudometric d(z, y) = IIK(x, .) - K(y, )J!2, x, y E X
i.e. d(z, Zj,k) = miniE{1,...,N(k)} d(x, zi,k)
and take the smallest j if ties occur.
Let Aj,k = {z E Xlhk(z) = j} for j = 1,..., N(k). If we ask N(k) to be minimal,
then we have that {Aj,k}j=1,...N(k) are non-empty disjoint sets whose union is X by
(*), therefore a partition of X. Now for k fixed let:
X(k) := Xhk,k
X(k,...,i) := (... ((k))(k-1)-.. )(i) for k > i > 0.
And now consider the following sequence for x E X :
X -- Bk -+ Bk--1 -"" -- B0 such that
x -- X(k) - Z(,k-1) - * ... (k, ...o)
and define
fk,o: X -+ Bo such that fk,o(x)= x(k,...,0),
then
d(x, fk,o0()) 5 d(x, X(k)) + d(x(k), (k,k-1)) + ... + d(x(k,...,l), X(k,...,0))
00
< 1/2k + 1/2k-i +. + 1 < + 1/2k = 2
k=O
for each k > 0.
Now suppose k > i > 0 and take x E X and consider the sequence
X --, Bk -- Bk-1 - **-- Bi such that
X -- X(k) -- X(k,k-1) "" (k...,i)
and define
fk,i:X -- BA such that fk,,(x) = x(k,...,),
then
d(x, fk,i(x)) < d(x, x(k)) + ... + d(x(k,...,i+l), Z(k,...,i))
< 1/2 k + 1/ 2 k-1 + +1/2' _ < 1/2' = 2/2'.
1=i
Note: From the definition of fk,j, it is easy to see that:
if k > i > I 0 then fi,,(fk,i(x)) = fk,t(x) Vx E X.
Now consider a fixed x E X and the sequence {fk,o(x)} 0=o . The result is a sequence
that takes values in a finite set Bo, so there must be a subsequence {fk(,),o(x)}• 1
such that for each m, n E N
fk(),() fk(m),o(2),
an element in Bo, therefore we can define a function fo : X -- B o by:
fo( - the least j E {1,..., N(0)} for which fk,o(x) = xj,o0 (for infinitely many k's.
This function is well defined by the note above.
Let Cj,o = {x E Xlfo(x) = j}, j E R(fo) = range of fo.
Then {Cj,o}jeR(fo) is a partition of X.
For fixed z E X consider the subsequence k(n) such that
fo(x) = fk(n),o(x) = fk(m),o(x) Vm, n E N
and now take the sequence {fk(n),1(Z)}f=1, which is a sequence that takes values in
B 1, a finite set. Therefore, there must be a subsequence of k(n), let us say k(n, m),
such that for each l,m E {1,2,...}
fk(n,m)(X) fk(n,1)(X),
an element of Bi. So we can define a function fi : X -+ B1 by:
=( the least j E {1,..., N(1)} for which fk(,),l(X) = Xj,lfor infinitely many k(n)'s
and let Cj,, = {x E XJfi(x) = j}, j E R(fl) = range of fi. Then {(Cj,}jjR(f1 ) is
a partition of X. In the same way we define inductively Cj,2, Cj,3, .... Now we want
to prove that {Cj,k}jGR(,f) is a subpartition of {Cj,k-1}jR(_-.l); we just check this
statement for k = 1. Consider j E R(f1 ) and x,y E Cj,1, we want to find i E R(fo)
such that x, y E Ci,o. First for x consider the subsequence k(n) such that:
Vm, n E {1, 2,.. .} fk(n),O(X) = fk(m),O(X) = fo(x)
and for y consider the subsequence 1(n) such that:
Vm, n E {1,2,...} fl(n),o(X) = f1(m),o(Z) = fo(x).
Since x,y E Cj,1 then ft(x) = fl(y) = j E B1 . Then take the subsequence of
k(n), k(n, m) such that f(n,m),,1(X) = zj,1 Vm E {1,2,...}. And the subsequence of
1(n), (n,m) such that fl(n,m),)(Y) = j,, Vm E {,2,...}.
Then for each m E {1, 2,...} fl(n,m),1(Y) = fk(n,m),1(x) = xzj,, and by the note above
we have:
fk(n,m),o(z) = fl,o(fk(n,m),1(X)) = f 1,o(xj, 1) = f1,o(f0(n,m),1(y)) = fl(n,m ),1(y). (**)
But f1,o(xj,t) = X(1,o) and for each n E {1, 2,...} fk(n),o(X) = fo(x). Therefore,
Vm E {1,2,...} fk(n,m),o(X) = fo().
In the same way Vm E {1,2,...} f(n,m),o(y) = fo(y) and by (**) we have:
fo(x) = fo(Y) = (1,O).
And so, x and y belong to the same Ci,o for some i E R(fo). Therefore, Vj E
R(f1) C,x C Ci,o for some i E R(fo), then {Cj,i}jCER(f) is a refinement of the
partition {Cj,o})jR(lo). In a similar way we can check that {Cj,k } ER( k) is a refinement
of the partition {C,,k..1}iejR(1k_). Since R(fk) C Bk then:
cardR(fk) _ cardBk <, C2 k"
from the definition of Bk and (*).
Now for the partition {Cj,kljeR(Ik) of X, let
IV(k)
Kk,(x,y)= E 1C,,(x)K(xj,ky)
j=1
and since {Cj,k} is a partition then
N(k)
K(x, y)= Elc,,, (z)K(x,y)
j=1
SO,
K(x, y) - Kk,(z, y) = I, 1, (z)(K(x, y) - K(Xj,k, Y))*
And if x E Cj,k then fk(x) = j, so j is the least value in the set {1, 2,..., N(k)}
for which fk(no,nl,.....sl),k(X) = Xj,k (where fk(no,nl,...,nk_),k(X) is the inductive gener-
alization for k > 2 mentioned before) for infinitely many values.
So
Kk(x, y) - Kk-1(x, ) =
N(k) N(k-1)
E lcj,, ()K(xj,k,y ) - ~ ,. (x)K(xZ,k-1, Y).
j=1 j=1
But Cj,k-1 = U Ci,k where the union runs over all the (i, k) such that Ci,k C Cj,k-1.
Then
Kk(X,y) - Kk-_I(x,y) =
N(k) N(k-1)2 1Cj,l(x)K(xS,k,Y) - l,,,(x)K(xj,k- 1ky)
j=1 j=1 {(i,k):Ci,kCCj,k-1}
N(k)
-: lc,,,(x)(K(xj,k, ) -Y (j,k)(Y))j=1
The term in parentheses is a function depending on (j, k), let us say gi,k.
So Kk(x, y)-Kk_-1(x, y) -= ý)lc,Ck(X)9j,(), and by construction I Ig,k112 - (2/2k)2.
Then
~,k -1Cj, ()11,( 2 Ijgk 112
-< J=S'1 2 I, )) •S•lj,kl• 2)
< (Z p(=,P(Cj,k))' J=•1'_k)C:/2"- )1)1/2
_< 1 *(C2kr . 1/22k-2)1/2 < M( 1)(2-r)k/22
Here we use Cauchy's inequality, the fact that P is a probability measure and the
bound for N(k) and the fact that M is a positive constant.
So = 2 N =(I )1llC,, (C)lIl2 j9,k112 _ ME 1 p, ,, where p = ½(2-r)/2
And since (2 - r)/2 > 0 we have:
oo N(k)
a |llc,,k(x)ll1llg9j,k(Y)12 < 00oo.
k=1 j=1
And finally we let k -- oo, so that Kk -- K in L2. 0
As an immediate consequence of this Theorem we have the following:
Corollary 2.2.2 If K(x, y) E L2([0, 1]2, P ® P) where (X, A) is a measurable space
and P is a probability measure in it, and K(x, y) E Lip, for some a > 1/2, then the
conclusion of Theorem 2.2.1 follows.
Proof: First apply Lemma 2.1.8 and then Theorem 2.2.1. 0
Example Suppose X is a random variable with an arbitrary, continuous distribution
function F(x) = P(X < x) and let:
0o = {F: F is absolutely continuous and F(0) = , uniquely}.
Consider random samples X 1,...,X, from F(x - 0,) and Yj,..., Y, from F(y - 0,),
F E fo. And let A = 0, - 0,. If we want to test Ho : A =0 vs H1 : A > 0 we
can use the Mann-Whitney-Wiicoxon rank statistic W defined by:
W = F,,(y)dGe,(y)
where F, and G,, are the empirical distribution functions of X1,..., X, and Y1,..., Y,
respectively, but:
JF.(y)dG.(x) =f 1.<4,(, yx)dFn(x)dGn(y)
where 1_y, is the indicator function of the set {(x, y)Ixz y}, so if we define K(x, y) =
1,1, we have:
W = K(x, y)dF,(x)dGn,(y).
For more information about this topic see Hettmansperger [1984], page 132. So, we
are interested in the behaviour of the kernel K(x, y) = 10<l<y<1, as a particular case.
First we notice that we can expand K in the following form:
K(x, y) = 1[0,1/2j(X)l[1/2,1](y) + 1(0,1/4)(X)1[(1/ 4,/ 2](y) + 1[1/ 2,3/4j(X)l[3/4, 1](y) + .-
and each of the indicator functions in this expression are clearly elements of L2, but
-II 11211 - 112 = V-- V 2+ 2(V/1 /4 V'11 /4) +
= 1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 + ... = oo.
So, even if K(x, y) has a representation as a sum of products of L2 functions the
conclusion of Theorem 2.2.1 does not follow. It is then natural to ask if the integral
operator generated by K(z, y) is a trace class operator. The answer is no, AK, the
integral operator generated by K, is not trace class, as we will observe next:
Let ,j(x), j E J, be a subset of the usual Fourier system, and denote by AK the
integral operator generated by K, then we have:
(AKjI, Oj) = J 1f0 lo<X<Y (, y)Ipj(x)Vj(y)dxdy
= J0,10Y(x)Wj(y)dxdy = jj1 e "02w()dxdy
= j f cos(2rj( x - y)) + isin(21rj(x - y))dxdy
(11 11= (- sin(2irjy) - i (1 - cos(2rjy)))dy
,o2irj 2 rj
.1
27j'
then
r(AKpjj) = 2 jj=1 j=1
which is not convergent, so AK is not a trace class operator.
Now for the same K(x, y) if we fix two points xj and xz in [0,1]
K(xi, y)=(1 for y zxi1Xy)= 0 for y < xi,
K(, y) = 1 for y > xi
K(y 0 for y < xj.
So, if we assume that 0 < zi < xj < 1
(1 forx zy<x,
K(x, y) - K(, y) otherwise. y <0 otherwise.
Therefore,
ljK(x,,.) - K(xi,,*)112 = (j(K(x, y) - K(x,, y))2dy) '/2
= ( Idy)1/ =
and then for any c > 0
IIK(x,,.)-K( K(xj,)112 <C iff vIXi-:7  < iff Ix,- z X < e
which shows that r < 2 in condition (*) of Theorem 2.2.1 is sharp.
Now we present the following:
Theorem 2.2.3 If K(z,y) E L2 (p ® 1) and AK is the integral operator with kernel
K, then:
AK is trace class if 3fj,gj E L2 (*p) such that K(z, y) = 2j fj(z)gj(y) and
Ej lIfjllllsjll2 < 0-
Proof: Suppose AK is trace class. By Lemma 1.4.3 [AK] is also trace class. So if
AK = E j 9 O-
then by Lemma 1.1.7
[AK] = IAJl' 1 ®(b,
and then
K(x,y)= = Aj'j() j(y)
and
S1192ill2l1'll1 < o00
Now assume that 3fij, gj L2(,) such that K(x, y) = Ej fij()gj(y) where
jlfJl129lljll12 < 00
For each j r(fj ®&) = IlfJll2jllsll2-
So for each N fixed positive integer we have:
N
j=1
is a trace class operator and since (rc) is complete with respect to the norm 7(-) then
AK is trace class. O
2.3 Convergence a.s. and in L2
Suppose K(-, .) in L2(P @ P) is such that for every e > 0 there exists N(e) = N
and zX,...,XN E X such that for any z E X there exists j E {1,...,N) such that
IlK(xz,) - K(xj, )!12 < C where N < C/e r for some r < 2 and C a positive constant.
We proved before (Theorem 2.2.1) that K(x, y) can be written as:
00
K(x, y) = E hk(X)jk(y)
k=1
where Ejk IIhkjl211jkl12 < oo. Let
h=(z) jk(Y)fk(X) = h and gk(•)114112 |jjk 2I
so if ak = llhkll21jkll2, then
K(xz,y)= ,fk(X)gk(y) where Zak < oo
k=1 k
and for every k, IIfkII2 = Igkll = 1. Furthermore we have the following:
Lemma 2.3.1 The series Ek=1 kfk(z)gk(y) converges absolutely for all z,y such
that Ek kfk2(x) <00 oand E kg9(y) < 00oo.
Proof: Let m > n > 1 integers, then
m m
I1kE =kfk (.)9k I) 12 k )12
k=n k=n
k=n k=n
by Cauchy's inequality following the proof of Mercer's Theorem as in
Courant[1953], page 138. Therefore, by Cauchy's criteria if Ek :kfk(X) < oo00 and
k Pikg(y) < o00 the series E,1 Ikfk(x)gk(y) converges absolutely. ]
Now if we take fk = ak and fk, gk as defined before the last lemma, we have:
The series Ekakfk2(X) converges a.s. by monotone convergence, and in L1, since
f fk(s)dP(x)= 1 for all k, ak > 0 and Fk oak < o0.
Using the same argument we can prove that Ek akgk(y) converges a.s. and in L1, so
we have proved the next:
Lemma 2.3.2 If K(.,.) is the kernel of a trace class operator and ok, fk, gk are de-
fined as above; then
Ek Ckfk(X)gk(y) converges almost surely and in L2 to K(x, y).
(In fact the series converges absolutely,not necessarily to K(x, y) however).
Since we know already that E* cajfj(x)gj(z) converges almost surely and in L2 to
K(z, y), the next thing we want to know is when we have convergence of the series
above in the diagonal D = {(x,y)jx = y}. Since this set may have measure 0, we
could have the series not being convergent on D. Therefore, we want to find conditions
on K that guarantee such convergence. In order to find adequate conditions we first
partition the area around D into little squares. (Here we assume again that K is
defined in [0, 112.) Let us define:
Im,1 = [0, 1/2"]
Im,k=((k- 1)/2 m ,k/2 m ] k = 2,3,...,2m
for every fixed m positive integer. Now consider a fixed t E [0, 1] and fixed m. Let
k(t) = kt be the integer in {1, 2,...,2' } such that t E Im,k,. Then clearly
00{t} = nIm,k*
m=1
We define for m fixed and t E Im,k,
Km(t) = 4VJ ik Ik K(x, y)dxdy,
that is, K, is the average of K(x, y) on Im,k, X Im,kX ,
If we assume K is continuous on [0, 1]2 then we can assume also that f, and gi
are continuous, and in this case we have that Km(t) converges to K(t, t) as m -+ oo.
Now let us define analogously:
fj,m(t) = 2 Imk fj(x)dz,
9g,m(t) = 2m Im, g,(x)dz.
Then we also have as m -- oo that fj,m(t) -, fj(t) and gj,m(t) --+ gj(t).
For each m fixed, fj,m and gj,, are step functions, which are constant on each I,,kt,
and by continuity of of fj and gj, {fi,m}~-1 and {gj,m} 1=x converge uniformly to
fj and gj respectively. Therefore the product acfj,,(x)gj,m(y) converges uniformly to
acfj(z)gi(y), in particular any finite sum of the form Z =J cr f,,m(x)gj,m(y) converges
uniformly to Efi= aYfj()gj(y), that is:
%a4m f,(x)g,(y)dxdy
j=1ff Imi!f mkt
converges uniformly to ~,=1 ,ajfj(z)gj(x) for each 1 positive integer. To prove the
almost sure convergence we first notice that
E aj(fj - fj,m) 2 (t) 0
in L1 since Cj ajEfj < oo and E(fj - fj,m) 2 < Efj2 since (fj - fj, m) I fj,m and
E(fj - fj,,) 2 -* 0 by uniform convergence, for each j. So we have dominated
convergence for sums.
Now, we can take a subsequence mk which goes to oo fast enough so the L' norm
convergence implies almost sure convergence. Then we have for almost all t
{ /...fj,m(t)}_ip m_ ({ifj(t)}jl in 12
and likewise
({jA,m(t)}ij m•r (•g9(t) jl in 12.
then since the inner product is jointly continuous, we have
K(t, t) +- Km(t, t) = ajfj,m(t)gj,m(t) - Z &jf (t)gj(t)
I I
as m -- oo. So we have proved the following:
Theorem 2.3.3 Let K(x, y) defined on [0,1]2 be as in Lemma 2.3.2 and a continuous
function. Then we have
K(x, x) = c a fi (x)g,(x)
and the series converges almost surely and in L'.
Here we notice that for a given P if we define
Km(t ) (,, X IK(, y)dP(x)dP(y)(P X P)(Im,kt X Im,kt) lm,kt JMA
where P is such that P(I,,,k,) > 0 for each m and k we also have K(x, x)
L cajfj (x)gj(x) a.s.(P). So far we have seen that if K is continuous and the
kernel of a trace class operator, the problem with the diagonal is avoided. Now we
will try to find alternative conditions that will give us the same result.
As above we define a partition of [0,1] into the Im,k,'s, and let us assume that K
satisfies:
IK(t + h, y) - K(t, y)l < IhI'A(y), 0 < c < 1
where A is nonnegative and A E L2 (P), and
IK(t, y + 7 ) - K(t,y)jl 5 I|l7 B(t), 0 < < 1
where B is nonnegative and B E L2(P) that is, K E Lip, in x and K
Let us take a fixed value of t E [0, 1]. If t E Im,k, for a fixed value of
above, then letting h vary in Im,k, we have
E Lipp in y.
m as defined
1
K(t, t + r?) - 1-A(t + 7) < K(t, t + 77) - IhI*A(t + 77) <2ra
K(t + h, t + 77) < K(t, t + 77) + IhIA(t + 77) < K(t, t + i) + 2 A(t + 77)
since t + h E Im,k, implies Ihl < 1/2m.Now integrating K(t + h, t + 7) over the values
of t + h that belong to Im,k, and averaging over the measure of the same interval
K(t, t + 77) - A(t + 77) P(I,) ,k
2mP(m,kt) II K(t + h, t + 77)dP(h)
1
< K(t,t + q) + 2-mA(t + 1).
Now if we let vary q on Im,k, we have in a similar way:
K(t, t) - 2B(t) < K(t, t + 7) 5 K(t, t) + 2-B(t)
and B(t) is finite a.s.(P) since B E L2(P), therefore putting the last two expressions
together we get:
1 1 1
K(t, t) - 2-B(t) - 2A(t + 77) P(Ik)2m# 2m P(Imk,) mkt K(t + h, t + 7?)dP(h)
1 1
< K(t, t) + B(t) + 2A(t + 7r).
We now integrate with respect to r7 in such a way that t + 7 remains in Im,k,, and
after averaging we obtain:
K(t, t) - 11B(t) - 12m () 
-
2 mP(Im,kt) fIm,kt A(t + 7 )dP(rl) 5
1 P)(I m,)
(P X P)(Im,,,, X In,k,),l,,,t ,, K(t + h7 t + 71d)dP(hdP(77) = Km(t)
I 1 I
< K(t, t) + B(t) + 2P(Ii,,k) m,k A(t + )dP().
Since A E L 2(P), (1/P(I,,k,)) flm,k, A(t + q)dP(f1) < oo for each m. Now if we keep
t fixed and we let m -, oo we will have that Km(t) --* K(t,t) a.s.(P) so we can
state the following:
Lemma 2.3.4 If K : [0,1]2 - R is such that K E Lipa in z for some 0 < a < 1 and
K E Lipp in y for some 0 < P < 1, then Km.(t) as defined above converges a.s.(P) to
K(t, t).
Remark 2.3.5 If we want K to be the kernel of a trace class operator all we need
to ask is a > 1/2 or P > 1/2 in the last Lemma (here we refer to the Smithies-
Stinespring condition Theorem 2.1.5).
Let us define using the same notation of this section:
,m(t)M= fi(s)dP(z)P(•m,kt) m,k,
i,m(t) = I g(x)dP(x)P(1m,k,) m,k,
and let Am be the a-algebra generated by Im,k, k = 1,...,2m, then A, C Am+a for
m > 1. We know that fj E L1(P), and E(f IAm) = fj,m, since fj,m is clearly Am
measurable and for any Im,k, k = 1, .., 2m
,k m,,,(t)dP() = P(I,k)mk f,(x)dP(z)dP(t) = ., fj(x)dP(x)
so E(fjljAm) = fj,m . Therefore {fj,m, Am } is a martingale, for
E(fj,m+ll.Am) = E(E(fjlAm+i)lAm)
= E(fjlAm) = fj,m .
since Am+i ) Am.
Now applying two well known results in martingales, see for example Ash [1972]
pages 298-300, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3.6 Let fj,m(t) and gi,m(t) defined as above. Then for each j E {1, 2,...}
fj,m --+ E(fjlAoo) = fi and gj,m -+ E(gilAoo) = gj
and the convergence is almost surely and in L 1, and Ao is the usual a-algebra in
[0,1].
I thank Prof. Richard M. Dudley for the next example: Example of K(x, y) con-
tinuous symmetric kernel of a trace class operator K(x, y) = A,,,(x)cW(y) where
the {9,} are orthonormal and continuous and ,, IA,, < oo but IA,| | is
unbounded on the diagonal. (This example shows why the hypothesis of Mercer's
Theorem of positive definiteness is needed).
Take x, y E [0, 1], the Lebesgue measure A and disjoint intervals Ik such that A(Ik) =
1/2k2  for k > 1. Since Ek 1/2k 2 < 1 this is always possible. For example define
Ii = [0, 1/2), I2 = [1/2,5/8),.... Let fk = triangle function on the left half of Ik
such that suprE[O,1] fk(x) = 1. in our example we have:
8x
f' (z) = 2 - 8x
O z0
f2,... are
such that
fk and
if x E [0, 1/8)
if x E [1/8,1/4)
elsewhere;
defined in a similar way. Let gk = triangle function on the right half of Ik
supyE[o,j g9k(y) = k for k > 1 and such that f g2 dA = f fk2dA. Then
gk are continuous L2 functions on [0,1]. Define
1
K(x, y) = Z kE (fk(x)gk (Y) + gk(x)fk(y)).
Then sup(fkgk) = 1 - k = k and they have disjoint supports by construction and also
2k/k 3 /2 -- 0 as k -- oo. Then the series converges uniformly and absolutely to
K(x, y) and by continuity of fk, gk, K is continuous and symmetric by construction.
Besides (fk + gk) .1 (fk - gk) since fk2 = fg2. If we let
(f 0 g)(X, y) := f( )g(y)
we have
1(fk 0 g9k) + (9gk 0 fk) = [(k + gk) (fk + 9k) - (fk - Sk) (fk - 9k)].2
Then we can write
00 1
K(x,y) = [((fk + 9k) 0 (fk + 9k) - (fk - gk) (fk -
X~z~yk----1
gk))](X, y).
And for different k's the terms have disjoint supports and
(fk + gk)dA = (fk - gk) 2 dA = 2 fdA = 1/(6k 2').
Therefore, if we define h+ = v k(fk + gk) and
orthonormal and
hk = k(fk - 9k), they are
1 1 =1
K(z,y) = - 2k1 -(h+ @ h+ ) - 6k-(h- h;)](x,y)E 2k3/2 ý-p k k ý -2
1 [2ki h(h9 h+) - (h; ® h-)].
If we just relabel and we call Aj =+ 1/(12k7/1 ) we have
K(x, y) = > Qpj 0VP,)(x,y)
where -j = h+ 0 h+  or cj = h- h-. So K is the kernel of a trace class operator.
But on the diagonal
1
k 
and supzgk(X) = k so, sup Ek 1/(k 3/2 )g~ > k1/ 2 Vk, and so j IAjSO ® 0j ( is un-
bounded on the diagonal.
Let #(.) the brownian bridge and fl(f) the process indexed by functions f E L ,
as defined in Dudley [1984], then we have:
Lemma 2.3.7 Let K(x,y) E L2 (P x P). If K can be written as K(x, y) =
E, fm(X)gm(Y) where Em ilfm•n219ml12 < 00, then
El fmff(z)gm(y)d8(x)dC(y)J < oo.
Proof: f fm d/I -* N(O, Varpfm) and f g,mdfl N(O, Varpgm), where Varpfm
= Epf_ - (Epfm)2 = J ffdP - (f fmdP) 2  and Varpgm = Epg9 - (Epgm)2 =
fg9\dP - (f gmdP)2 . Let covp(f,g) = f fgdP. Then using projections we can write
gm = cmnfm + hAm for m > 1, where hm f, i.e. covp(h,,fm) = 0.
We will use the following known result:
if X-+N(0,a 2 ) then EjXI= J/-a.
If we fix m, we have:
EIP(fm),6(gm)l = EIP(fm)f(Cifm + hm) = EIlcm 2(f,) + P(fm)#(hAm)l
< IcýmE/(fm) + EIl(fm)lE1(#(hm)I = IcJlEp(fm) + -'Varp(fm) Varp(hm)
for every m. From the projection we have IIcnfllJ2  Ig9mli 2 and |ihm112 <
119J•12, so cjClllf,,ml < IIfm,2lg 9mII2. On the other hand Varp(h,) < EphM so
Varp(hrm) 5 I|IhmII2 11 9m12, then Varp(fm,) Varp(hm) < i!fllzllmllg2. If we
sum over all m's we get:
Elj(f,,)#(gm)| < E {cn2Ep(fm) + VVarp(fm) Varp(9m)}
m m
< (llfmll2llgm21l2 + fm11ll2119m12)
- 2 llfmIJ II2l 9 I2 < oo.
" m 0
Chapter 3
Central Limit Theorem
3.1 Bases
Let us consider now a fixed kernel K(x, y) and let F be the class of functions K(., y)
with y fixed. Let p, v be signed measures, and consider another class of functions g
that consists of all functions y +-4 f K(x, y)dp(x).
Definition 3.1.1
IIPl7F := sup{Ip(K(-,y))I} = sup{I K(x,y)dp(x)!},
Y V
analogously
11vI|g = sup{lv(f)l : f E 9}
= supl•v(JK(x,y)d(x))I:l Ilpll| <1}
= sup{ff K(X,y)d,(zx))dv(y)l :IlllF <1}.
We want to know when Y is a Donsker class for every P, that is a universal Donsker
class as defined in Dudley [1987], page 1308. For this purpose we consider Pollard's
entropy condition as defined in Dudley [1987], page 1310. First consider f,g E F7 ,
then there exist yl, y2 in the domain of K such that f(.) = K(-,yi) and g(.) =
K(., Y2). For Q a probability measure we have
Definition 3.1.2 For f,g E FL we define
eQ,2(f,g) := eq,2(yl,y2) := (f IK(x, y) -K(x, y2)12dQ(X)) 1/ 2
We already proved that if K(x, y) is the kernel of a trace class operator then we can
represent K(x, y) = -2 fj(z)g,(x) where Ej llfj112 Igj112 < oo (L2 norms for Q). So,
if we suppose K has this representation then:
eq,2(f,9) = e,2(yl, y2) = IIK(., y) - K(., Yz)l|2
= (J f,()g,(YI) - fj(X)gj(y 2)12dQ(x))1/2
3 .
= ( f I X f()(9(Yi) - gj(y 2))12 dQ(x)) 1/2 .
Definition 3.1.3
D(')(e7, ,Q):= D(e, .F , eQ,2)
=sup{m :for some y,,... , 7 E X, eQ,2(yi, yj) > E for 1 < i < j m}
and
D(2)(2e, )= sup D(2)(e, F ,Q)
where the supremum is taken over all probability measures Q concentrated on finite
sets.
Definition 3.1.4 We say that 7 satisfies Pollard's entropy condition if
j(logD(2')(e,F ))1/2de < oo.
If F is a uniformly bounded class of functions satisfying some mild measurability
conditions and Pollard's entropy condition, then F is a universal Donsker class by a
Theorem of Pollard [1982], see also Dudley [1984], Theorem 11.3.1.
According to the definition of D(2)(e,• ) and if we suppose that K satisfies the
condition of Theorem 2.2.1 for every Q probability measure and N(e) is independent
of Q, then
Dc(2)(E 7) < N(e) < C ('),
so the condition described above is satisfied, and F is a universal Donsker class.
Unfortunately, in general the value of N(e) depends strongly on Q. Therefore, we
need a stronger condition on K to have a universal Donsker class.
Note: We observe that {yl,..., YN} given by the condition of Theorem 2.2.1, is an
e-net as defined in Dudley [1984], page 39. So using his notation:
.'(e, X, X, eQ,2) < D(e , , eQ,2)
where D(e, X, eq,2) = largest n, such that for some yl,..., y, E X, eQ,2(yi, yj) > e
whenever i 96 j. And taking N(e, X, eQ,2) = smallest n, such that X C =Ux Bi
for some Bi's such that DiamBi < 2e, then we have that N(c, X, eQ,2) 5 Cre' and
applying the result in Dudley [1984], Theorem 6.0.1 we have:
D(2e, X, eQ,2) < N(e, X, eQ,2) 5 C/Ie
and so (*) follows.
The first problem we want to solve is to find conditions on K(-, .), such that AK,
the integral operator it generates, is trace class independently of P, the probability
measure. In order to do this we propose, that if K has an absolutely convergent
development in supremum norm, then AK is trace class for every P.
We start our analysis with the usual trigonometric Fourier series in R:
Let f be a real function and let S[f] be its Fourier series so
oo
S[f = A E ce '"
-00
where cn = (1/27r) f' f(t)e-'i"dt, so
S[f] = (1/2)ao + (a, cos(x) + b1 sin(x)) + ---
where c, = (1/2)(a, - ib,) and c., = (1/2)(a,, + ib,).
Let
bn(y) = (1/27r) K(t,y)e-int dt
for K(x, y) E L 2([-ir, r] x [-7r, r]). Then b,(y) = (1/2r)(AKeint )(y) for the Lebesgue
measure.
Definition 3.1.5 Let f be a function on R and let w(6) its modulus of continuity,
that is:
w(6) := w(, f) := sup{If(x2) - f(XZ)l : 1x2 - z11 < }).
If for some a > 0 w(6) < C6P where C is independent of 6, f satisfies a Lipschitz
condition of order a. In symbols f E A,, 0 < a < 1.
By a theorem of Bernstein [1914], as stated in Zygmund [1959], page 240, if K(., y) E
A, for a > 1/2, then S[K(., y)] converges absolutely, and for a = 1/2 the result does
not follow necessarily, for a counterexample see Zygmund [1959], pages 197 and 243.
So if K(., y) E A, for some a > 1/2 then
-,(1/2r)0(AKe-int)(y) < .
-00
Now write bn(y) in the form ang,(y) with a. = 1/27r and g,(y) = (AKe-'in)(y). Then
E lanIlllgnloolfnloo = E(1/2r) sup I K(t,y)e-in"dtl
n n y , r
which, under only the asumptions of Bernstein's Theorem is not necessarily finite. So,
we need stronger conditions on K to have an absolutely convergent series for K(z, y).
In the rest of this section we give some results about bases and the absolute
convergence of series, starting with results in R and giving some extensions to the
multidimensional case in Rd. We start with some results on Schauder bases. Most of
the results can be found in Semadeni [1982].
Definition 3.1.6 A Schauder basis in an infinite dimensional 3anach space (F, 11* I)
is a sequence (en) of elements ofF, such that for each f E F there is a unique sequence
of scalars (an) with
00oo m
f = Eanen, i.e. Ilf - aen ll -+ 0 as m -- oo.
n=1 n=1
A basic sequence in (F, I" II) is asequence that is a Schauder basis in its closed linear
span.
From now on, when we refer to a basis we mean a Schauder basis.
It is important to notice that a basis is a sequence (en)ncN with a prescribed order of
terms. So, if we write (e,),Ev or &, aOe, we really mean (ev,)nEN and En" a,,ev.,
where the order in V has been prescribed. The coefficients aj depend naturally on
f. So, we define en(,= 1- ajej) = an, then we can write f = Ej=1 e•(f)en. From the
uniqueness of an it follows that e* is a linear functional on F, which satisfies:
e(em) = Sn,,.
The partial sums of a given f will be denoted by s, = Ej= ajej, so an is a linear
operator sn : F -- F such that sn(f) = CE1_= ej;(f)ej, that satisfies:
i) The range of sn is n-dimensional.
ii) 5 0 s ,5 =SmOSn=Sn if m>n.
Definition 3.1.7 A basis (en) in F is normalized iff I[en• = 1 for every n, and
seminormalized if0 < inf IIenll sup Ienll < 00o.
Lemma 3.1.8 Let (en) be a basis of F. Then for f E F of the form f = E~I= aen,
the number
n
IllfIll = sup i1 a jejlI
n j=1
is finite, and III III is a norm in F equivalent to the initial norm in F. Specifically
3c > 0 such that IlfIl 5 IIIf1il < clf lI.
Proof: See Semadeni page 2.
Theorem 3.1.9 Let (en) be a sequence in F. Then the following are equivalent:
i) (en) is basic.
ii) ej 0 0 for each j and there exists c such that for every sequence (a,) of scalars
and n < m we have
n I|II ajei1l < c|l aIje1j.
j=1 j=1
iii) e, 6 0 and there exists 7 > 0 such that for every n, k E N and every (ai) we have
n n+k
II ZajeJll = 1 implies I aiejll > ,7.
j=1 j=1
Proof: See Semadeni page 3.
Proposition 3.1.10 Let (en) be a basis of F. Then the linear operator s, is a
bounded linear projection operator onto span (el,... e) and sup, 11nJ < oo00. Moreover
each en(.) is a bounded linear functional. If (en) is seminormalized then sup, IIe;lI <
00.
Proof: See Semadeni page 4.
Proposition 3.1.11 Let (en) be a basis of F. Then (en) is a basic sequence in the
dual space F'. Moreover the basis constants of(e,) and (en*) are equal, where the basis
constant is sup, lls|ll.
Proof: See Semadeni page 4.
Definition 3.1.12 A basic sequence (en) is monotone if for any scalars (an)
n n+1
11 ajeiJ <JII ajejJ for n = 1,2,....
j=1 j=1
(en) is monotone iff IISnll = 1 for each n, that is Ilsn(f)ll <I Ilfl for each f E F.
Definition 3.1.13 Let X be a locally compact space such that 7X, its one-point com-
pactification, is metrizable, and let t, E X, n = 1,2,....
A basis (en) in Co(X), the subspace of functions vanishing at infinity, is called inter-
polating with nodes (tn) if for each f E Co(z) and each n we have s,(tm) = f(tm)for m = 1, 2,..., where
,n = 1 ek(f)ek = sn(f) for m < n.
k=1
Proposition 3.1.14 Let (en) be a sequence in Co(X). Suppose that for each f in
Co(X) there exists at least one sequence (a.) such that f -= E , ane,. Let (t,) be a
sequence in X such that t, # tm for n 0m. Then the following are equivalent:
i) (en) is an interpolating basis with nodes (t,).
ii) en(tn) # 0 and en(tm) = 0 for n > m.
Proof: Refer to Semadeni page 9.
Definition 3.1.15 A series E f, in a BanacAn sace F is unconditionally convergent
if it is convergent for any permutation of terms, i.e. E f (n) is convergent for every
bijection 7r : N --* N. A basis (en) in F is unconditional if for any f = E ane, the
convergence of the series is unconditional.
E f, is absolutely convergent iff E IIf11 < oo.
There are many different basic systems, which have been studied carefully; among
them we can mention: Haar, the hat functions, Faber-Schauder, Franklin, pyramidal,
etc. For details about all these systems refer to Semadeni [1982].
The specific problem of dealing with absolute convergence iL any orthonormal
system has been treated extensively (see McLaughlin [1973], Bljumin and Kotljar
[1970], Cheng [1942] among many). But as noted by Mitjagin [1964], page 1083
Theorem 1, the condition a > 1/2 in Bernstein's Theorem cannot be improved for
any orthogonal system:
Theorem 3.1.16 Let (e,) be any orthogonal system over [0, 2r]; there exists a func-
tion 4 : [0, 2r] --+ R with 0 E A(1/ 2) such that the series of its Fourier coeficients in
the system (e,) is not absolutely convergent, i.e.,
E I J (t)en(t)dtI = oo.
Proof: See Mitjagin [1964], page 1083.
To find conditions on a kernel K(x, y) to have an absolutely convergent series we
will use another result of Mitjagin [1964], but first we need one definition.
Definition 3.1.17 Let a = (al, a2) be a pair of positive numbers such that ca =
pj+yj for j = 1, 2, where pj 's are positive integers and0 < y < 1 for j = 1,2.
Let CO the space of functions K of two variables that are periodic in each variable
and they satisfy:
aOP'K(tl+ u,,t 2) Po K(tx, t2) MK
I- < MK i1
and
O2K(tt,t 2 + u2) 8 K(t ,t2) 1
atI- MKlat1"
And let 1/ao = 1/al + 1/a 2.
Theorem 3.1.18 If ao > 1/2, then every function KI E C has an absolutely con-
vergent series of Fourier coefficients in the trigonometrical system. But if ao 5 1/2,
then for every complete orthonormal system T = {I,~(tl, t 2)},0 5 tj < 2r, there
ezists a function q$ E C such that EIf | J ,dtdt2 = 00oo.
Proof: See Mitjagin [1964], page 1085.
Remark 3.1.19 Therefore, if we want ao to be greater than 1/2, and we suppose for
simplicity that p = Pi = p2 and y = 71 = y72, all we need, is to ask p +y > 1,
i.e., if K has first partial derivatives and they satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order
0 <7- 1. Then K has an absolutely convergent Fourier series.
3.2 A Central Limit Theorem
Let K(x, y) E L2 ([0, 112, P x P) be a function which is periodic in both variables and
suppose it satisfies:
a a
I K(x + u,y) - -K(z,y) < Mju"r
and similarly
a-K(x, y + u) - +K(x, y)| Mjuj1ay ay
where 0 < 7 5 1, M is a positive constant. Then K has an absolutely convergent
series of Fourier coefficients in the trigonometrical system by Theorem 3.1.18.
Let a > 0 be a positive number and let P be the greatest integer less than a,
for x := (Z1,...,Xd) E Rd and p := (Pj.-.,Pd) E Nd let, [p] := pi + + Pd,
xP := Xz1'XP...zX and DP := XaVi.d . Following the idea of Kolmogorov and
Tikhomirov as in Dudley [1984], page 51, we define the space of differentiable functions
having bounded derivatives through order a defined in an open set U C Rd as the
set:
Definition 3.2.1 C, = {f : U -+- R : f has all partial derivatives DPf of order
[P] 5 P defined on U and its partial derivatives of order P satisfy a Lipschitz
condition of order a - }6 .
Now we define a norm in Ca.
Definition 3.2.2 Let f E Co define the norm of f, Ilf ll,u := Ilf ll by:
lfll := max sup {DPf(x)l} + max sup{ DPf(x)- DPf(y) 1Pl_: 5 e0 [p--W=#P y lx - yQ-P
where jul:= (u, +.-. + u u)/2, E Rd and x,y E U.
Let Id denote the unit cube {z E Rd : 0 < zX < 1 for j = 1,...,d}.
Let gO,M,d denote the set of all functions f : Id - R such that f E C, and Ilfll l M.
Let (fl, A, P) be a probability space and let S = [0, 1]. Consider a kernel K(x, y)
with K E L2(S x S, P x P) and the family F = {K(s,.) :s E S}.
In the rest of this section we want to find conditions on K(x, y) so that we can apply
a central limit theorem under metric entropy with L2 bracketing for F. To obtain
such a result, we will use Ossiander's paper [1987]. In order to apply her results, first
we have to find an appropiate metric p such that, the L2 metric of the difference of
any two elements in F is bounded by p, independently of P. Secondly we have to
find conditions on K, such that the metric entropy with bracketing of K with respect
to p satisfies an integrability condition, and finally apply Theorem 3.1 of Ossiander
[1987], page 904, to get a central limit theorem for Sn(s) = (I/v 4 i EF , K(s, V),
where {Vi : i >. 1} is a sequence of independent copies of V, a random variable
defined on (0, A, P).
So, to begin we need a metric p(s, t) with s,t E S, such that
jK(s,) - K(t, .)l2,p = (f lK(a, y)- K(t, y) 2dP(y)) 11 2  p(s, t)
for every probability measure P and K(s, .), K(t, .) E F. The natural selection here
is the sup norm, so, let us define
p(s, t) = ljK(s,) - K(t, -)11o = sup IK(s, y) - K(t, y)l = pi(K,, K,)
yES
where K. = K(u,.) E '. Then p is clearly a pseudometric in the space S and
certainly satisfies
(I) llK(s,) - K(t, -)l2,P p(s, t)
for every probability P measure on S.
(II) Let us assume that for each s E S, EpK(s, V) = 0.
(III) Since K E L2(S x S, P x P), then we also have that EpK2(s, V) < oo, for all
s E S. Conditions (I),(II)and (III) correspond to conditions (2.3),(2.1) and (2.2) in
Ossiander's paper. Condition (I) gives a Lipschitz condition for each K, E " with
respect to the metric p in L2(P), for every probability measureP. We will assume
also that the process is separable, that is, there exists a countable dense set Ds C S
and a measurable set N C fl with P(N) = 0, such that for any open set G C S and
any closed set F C R.
{K(s, V) E F for all s E Gn Ds}\{K(s, V) E F for all s E G} C N.
The sets N and Ds obviously depend on P, so that, to apply these results we must
have a separable process F for every P.
In the next section we will talk about the separability condition.
Now we recall some definitions on entropy, as in Dudley [1984], page 39.
Let (S, p) be a metric (pseudometric) space and B C S.
Definition 3.2.3 If 6 > 0, a 6-net for B, is a set {xl,...,x,} C S, such that for
every x E B there exists i E {1,..., n} that satisfies p(x, xi) < 6.
Definition 3.2.4
diamB := sup p(x, y).
z,yEB
Definition 3.2.5
N(6, B, p) := smallest n, such that B C U'= Bi
and for each i E {1,...,n} diamB, < 26.
Definition 3.2.6
D(6,B,p):= largest n, such that for some z1,... ,, E B
p(zi, zj) > e for i : j, i,j E {1,...,n} .
Definition 3.2.7
1A/(6, B, S, p) := minimal number of points in a 6-net, for B in S.
Given a probability space (f), A, P), 1 < q 5 oo and a family of functions F C
Lq(fl, A, P) with usual norm I|fllj = (ff flqdP) ' /9, we define
Definition 3.2.8
smallest m, such that for some fi,..., f, E Lq(fl,A, P)
. c U Sj]{[fi, fy]: ilf; - f ll, : 6}.Njjq(b .F P) =
where [fi, fj] = {ff: fi _ f ~ fj} is called a bracket and log N(J')(6, F, P) is called
metric entropy with bracketing.
One theorem stated by Dudley [1984], page 39, relates the above definitions, in fact,
this is the theorem that we mention in the proof of Lemma 1.5.3.
Theorem 3.2.9 For any 6 > 0 and B C S
D(26, B, p) 5 N(b, B, p) < .A(6, B, S, p) < A/(6, B, B, p) 5 D(6, B, p).
Proceeding with the second step, we need to find conditions on K, in order to obtain
an integrability property of the metric entropy with bracketing of F, as defined above.
To do so, we will need some previous results, we refer to Dudley [1984] for proofs.
Definition 3.2.10 Let f, g be two real functions defined for small y > 0, then g f
means that
0 < liminf( )(y) < lims up( )(y) < oo.
o10 f 4o f
For the metric entropy in the sup norm d,,u(f,g) = sup If(x) - g(z)l, we have
Kolmogorov's Theorem:
Theorem 3.2.11 For 0 < M < oo, as 6 1 0 log D(6, QC,M,2, d.up) x 6-12/.
For some J := J(a, M), any law P on S 2 , 1 < q < 00 and 0 < 6 < 1
log N q)(6, ga,M,2 , P) 5 J6-21.
Proof: See Dudley [1984], page 51.
Thus, Kolmogorov's Theorem says that the metric entropy of g,,M,2 with brack-
eting is at most of order 6-2/*, for any 0 < 6 < 1.
Now, returning to the conditions on Ossiander's paper, we need to assume that
K(s,.) can be bounded above and below, by "simple" functions in S, which are
themselves close in L 2(P). For 6 > 0, let S(6/2) be a 6/2-net for S = [0, 1] with the
metric p(s, t) as defined in (I), then for s E S, there exists s6 E S(6/2) such that
(IV) p(s, s) < 6/2 < 6,
sup IK(s, y) - K(s6 , y) < 6/2.
yeo,1]
Let
K,(s6,1y) = K(s6, y) - 6/2
and
KI(ss, y) = K(s6 , y) + 6/2
for y E S.
Since K(s6 , y) is a measurable function and K(s6 ,.) E L2 (P), then so do K6 and Ks'.
And by their definition we have
(V) K6(s6, y) _ K(s,y) < K f(s6, y)
a.s., for any P probability measure.
And we also have
(VI) (Ep(K6U(s 8, V) - Kg(s 6 , V)) 2)1/2 < 6
independently of P. And we say that KI' and K6 are upper and lower 6-approximations
to K(s, -) in L 2(P), for every P, as defined in Ossiander [1987], page 900.
We are now ready to define another kind of metric entropy.
Definition 3.2.12 Let
vB(6, S, p) = min{ cardS(6): (IV), (V) and (VI) are satisfied }
and the metric entropy with bracketing of f with respect to p
HB(6, S, p) = log vB(6, S, p).
The condition that we need now to apply a central limit theorem, is that
foJ(HB(6, S, p))Xl 2d6 < oo, since in that case
1n
Sn(s) - •K(s, V) --- Z(s)
where {Z(s) :s E S}, is the mean 0 gaussian process with covariance
cov(Z(s), Z(t)) = cov(K(s, V), K(t, V))
for s, t E S, by Theorem 3.1 Ossiander [1987], page 904.
Here we notice that we can relate the entropies HB(6, S, p) and log N[')(6, 9a,P,2, P),
since
p(s,,sj) = Il|f, - f•, II = sup IK(si, y) - K(sj, y)l
Ve[o,l]
we have that N i0)(6, Q9,M,2, P) VB( 6, S, p).
So our problem reduces to finding out for which value of a we have f0(J6-2/*)1/ 2d6 <
oo, because of Theorem 3.2.11.
Recall that a = n + - where nE {0, 1,...} and 0 < y < 1, so we need a = n + 7
with minimal n, obviously such that fo 6-'l/ad6 < oo. This condition is satisfied for
any a > 1, so that, all we need is a = 1 + 7 for 0 < 7 < 1.
Summing up, if K E C1+, for 0 < 7 < 1, then 3, -- +L Z, and we have the following
Theorem 3.2.13 Let K : [0,1]2 -- R such that K E Cl+, for 0 < 7 < 1, then
i) K has an absolutely convergent trigonometric series, and so it is the kernel of a
trace class operator for any P probability measure
ii) If K satisfies (II) and the separability condition on F holds, then
Sn(s) 1 = K(s, V) L-- Z(s)I=1
where Z is the mean zero gaussian process with covariance
cov(Z(s), Z(t)) = cov(K(s, V), K(t, V))
for s,t E S.
3.3 Measurability and Majorizing Measures
As we mentioined in the last section, Ossiander's Theorem has an assumption on
measurability of F, that is, F has to be separable, but is not clear in the proof of
her central limit theorem, where the separability of F is needed. It seemed that this
condition could be removed without altering the main result of her Theorem. Fortu-
nately this is so, as it was proved in a later paper of Andersen et al. [1988], which
proves that Ossiander's central limit theorem can be improved replacing L2-brackets
by A 2,o-brackets, and the entropy condition by the weaker majorizing measure con-
dition. In this section we present the main results of the later paper.
Let (T, d) be a pseudometric space and p a Borel probability measure on (T, d).
Definition 3.3.1 p is a majorizing measure for (T, d) iff
sup j [log(p{(Bd(t, ))})-1] 1/ 2d < oo,
where Bd(t, e) = {s ET : d(s,t) < e}.
Definition 3.3.2 p is a discrete majorizing measure if there exists a (countable) set
S C T, S = {rqt : t E T,q E N), which supports p and satisfies
d(t, rqt) < 1/2q t E T,q E N
and
sup 01[log(p{irqt1)-1]/ 2 < 0.
tET q=1
And we can relate these two definitions by the following:
Theorem 3.3.3 If (T, d) has a majorizing measure, then it also has a discrete ma-
jorizing measure. If the majorizing measure v satisfies
lim sup [log(vf{Bd(t, e)})-'11 '2dc= 0,
610 tET
then the discrete majorizing measure p can be chosen to satisfy
lim sup -[log(p{irqt})-'] 1 /2 = 0.
k-oo tET q=k
Proof: See Andersen et al. [1988], page 275 lemma 2.1.
Let (S,S) be a measure space, let {P,j : j = 1,...,n, n E N be probability
measures on (S, 8) and let %F C nl,jd•(S, S, P,F) be such that
sup If(s)I < oo Vs E S.
Let (1n", E.,Pr,) = (S",Sn,P 1 0 *... ®* Pn) x ([0, 1], 8, A), where A is the usual
Lebesgue measure on [0,1], let Xj : •, -- S the coordinates projections and let {an}
be a sequence of real positive numbers, then:
Definition 3.3.4 F. satisfies the central limit theorem with centering at expectations
with respect to {Pj} and {a,} - %" E CLT{Pn,; an} for short - if there exists a
(centered) Radon measure 7 on l (.F) such that for all H : I"(F7) -- R bounded and
continuous
E*H(1/a, E(6x., - Pi)) --+,,-oo JHd7 .
j=1
In our case all functions in F will be S-measurable, and we will consider the case
an = .
Theorem 3.3.5 Let F C n,,C 1(S,S, Pj) such that sup,-f If(s)j < oo Vs E S.
Assume that for all (ft,..., fk) E F, k E N the finite dimensional distributions
{£[1/an E(f,(Xj) - Pnjf,) -=.]}n=1
j=1
converge weakly in Rk. Assume further that there are maps 7r, : F -+ •, q E N such
that
i) card{rqf :f E F} < oo, Vq E N
and for all e > 0, with {e,} a Rademacher sequence defined on ([0, 1],B , A)
ii) limq rnoo limsupn Pr{ Ill/an E•j= ej(f - 7rqf)(Xnj)j[r7 > } = 0
and iii)
lim lim sup sup Pr,~{l1/a. E -[(f - irqf)(Xnj) - Pni(f - 7rqf)]l > 4} = 0q--*o n IEe j=1
then F E CLT{Pnj,an}.
Proof: See Andersen et al. [1988], page 282, Theorem 2.9.
Lemma 3.3.6 Let {Zi}il, k oo be a sequence of independent nonnegative real
random variables and let
k
|1{fZi}{1l2,o := (sup a' L[Z,>a])1/2
a>0 i=1
which is equivalent to the 12,o, norm of {Zi}. The following inequalities hold:
k
a) Il{Z,} 11,02 sup a Z Zi z,>a] 5 211{Zi} l,•1
a>O i=1
and
k
b) if K:=supt2' P{Zi > t} < oo
t>O i=1
and
zi(w) < b < co w - a.s.,i= 1,..., k.
then for c > eK,
P{ll{Z,}ill2., > c} < (1 - eK/c)-1 exp(-cb-2 log(c/eK)).
Proof: See Andersen et al [1988], page 286, lemma 2.16.
In the proof of this last lemma, they use an inequality for binomial probabilities
given by (Gine and Zinn [1984]), which states:
If PAj = pj,j - 1,...,n and the Ai's are independent then P(EQ llAj 1) <
(e E=l Pj /l).,
Using all these results, we can prove the basic inequality needed for the proof of
the central limit theorem.
Theorem 3.3.7 Let (fl, E,Pr) be a probability space, (S, S) a measurable space and
{Xi} = a sequence of independent S-valued random variables with laws £(Xi) = Pi.
Let F• C fnl 1Co(S,S, Pi). For some qo E N assume that Vq > qo there ezists a set
Tq, and functions tq : F -- Tq, 7r" : T, -f n-n=ý,(S,S, Pi), 7 : Tq -+ R+\{0} and
AL T,q -- £o(S,S , Pi) for 1 < i < k, such that, for Vr, = 7r' o t,, 7 = 7^ to, and
A = A i' o t, we have
1(f- rf)l _ A'f for f E , 1 < i k,
qo := sup (1/2q)_,f < 00,
.f E.:Fq _qo
k
E([r.f - ,rq._f](X,))2 < K1/22 , f E 7,
i=1
k
supt2 2Pr {Adf(Xi) > t} 5 K/22q, f E
t>O i=1
A'f I as q T for f E F, 1 <•i < k, and
tq-lf = tq-19 for all f,g E F such that tqf = tqg
where K < oo is a constant. then for all a E R+ and q, > qo such that
a Ž (Ke2flq0) V ((Kk)1/ 2/2 q)
we have
k
Pr*j j{ ei(f - 1rqf)l A 2*,.< + i (X)llj" > 12a}
3 
<3 E E exp(--o 14j-o(t) 2)
q=qo+l teT,
where {ei} is a Rademacher sequence independent of {Xi}.
Proof: Andersen et al. [1938], page 288, Thm. 3.1.
The proof uses lemma 3.3.7 and Bernstein's inequality. Now we are ready to give
a central limit theorem for non-i.i.d. random variables.
Theorem 3.3.8 Let F C n,j,1(S,S, Pj) satisfying sup,•-If(s)i < oo Vs E S
and let F be the envelope function of F. Assume
(i) For every k E N, and fi,..., fk, E , the finite dimensional distributions
{I£[(1/an) E(fi(X.j) - Pn ) 1OO1
j=1
converge weakly;
(ii)
n
PE •I{F > tab , -t+.,- 0 Vt>0
j=1
and that there exists a pseudo-distance p on F dominated by dG (where dG(f,g) =
[E(G(f) - G(g)) 2]1/ 2, G a centered gaussian process indexed by F) with bounded dG-
uniformly continuous paths, such that (iii)
n(1/a4) P, (f - g)2 < p2(f,g) Vf, g E F
j=1
and
(iv) for all f E F and e > 0
supt2 E -Pj{ sup f - g > tAn} 5 e2.
t>O j=1 S9Bp(f,c)
Then F E CLT{P,,; a,} and the limiting measure is gaussian.
Proof: The existence of t a discrete majorizing measure for d = dG is guaranteed
by Talagrand's Theorem 14 in his paper of 1987, so, if for T := {,f : f E F, q E N}
satisfying the conditions of definition 3.3.2, we have that the ,q's satisfy conditions i)
and iii) of Theorem 3.3.5, so the only condition to be checked is ii), but this follows
from Theorem 3.3.7. O
We have the following corollary:
Corollary 3.3.9 Let F C £~(S,8,P) and let F be its envelope function. Assume
IIPFII| < oo and
lim t2 P{F" > t} = 0
t--*,o
ii)
7 is P-pregaussian
iii) there exists a bounded and d,-uniformly continuous centered Gaussian process G,
such that for all e > 0 and all f E F
A,oo([ sup If - g]') <e
geBd0(f,c)
then F E CLT(P).
Proof: follows directly from Theorem 3.3.8. 0
We now are ready to give a theorem that relates this paper with Ossiander [1987],
tha• is, we will give a "bracketing" form of Theorem 3.3.8.
Theorem 3.3.10 Let C £ 1(S,S,P) and let F be its envelope function. Assume
IIfPIIF < oo and
i) lim t2P(F* > t) = 0,
t--*oo
ii)
F is P-pregaussian,
iii) for all q E N and f E F there exist measurable functions lq(f) and uq(f) on
(S, S) and there exists a finite measure p on the pairs {(lq(f),uq(f)) : q E N, f E F}
such that
(a) lq(f) !5 f 5 guq(f), for all f E r7 and q E N,
(b) supj-,A ,oo(uq(f) - lq(f)) 5 1/2 9, for all q E N,
(c) lim.-.oo sup Ev ~,' 2-q[log(p {(lq(f), uq(f))})-l]l/ 2 = 0
and the sup is finite for r = 1.
Then FT E CLT(P).
Proof: Assume the hypotheses in Corollary 3.3.9 hold. Let {lrqf} and v satisfy the
conditions of Definition 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.3. Define
uq(f) = rq+if +( sup Irq+f - gl),
gEBp(iq+i f,2-q-1)
lq(f) = Irq+if - ( sup I[q+1f - 9).
geBp(rq+1f,2-_- )
and p {(lqf, Uqf)} = v{lrq+1f), for all f E F. Then lq(f), u,(f) and p satisfy condition
(iii) in Theorem 3.3.10. In the other direction, assume condition (iii) in Thm. 3.3.10
holds. Define
hq(f) = {(lr(f), u,(f))}q=l Vf E .,q E N
and #1 {hq(f)} = 2 '-q lq= p {(l,(f), u,(f))}. Then P1 satisfies the conditions in Thm.
3.3.3 with rqt replaced by hq(f). Define
PI(f,g) = 2-7(f,g)+1 where r(f,g) = inf{q : hq(f) 5 hq(g)}.
Choose a function h in each class {g : hq(f) = hq(g)}, q E N, f E , and define
irq-lf = h. Let v{rq-lf} = pi{hqf},q E N,f E F. Since pi(f,Irqf) <_ 2- q and
v verifies conditions on 3.3.3, it follows that v is a majorizing measure for Pl. So,
p, is dominated by the pseudo-distance dG of a Gaussian process G with bounded
and p-uniformly continuous sample paths. Finally the A2,oo-condition in Theorem
3.3.9 is obvious from the definition of p(pi) and the hq's and from (iii)(c) in Theorem
3.3.10. o
Therefore, T'eorem 3.3.10 implies the result in Ossiander [1987] just replacing
L2-brackets by A2,o-brackets, and the entropy condition by the majorizing measure
condition.
Chapter 4
von Mises Functionals
4.1 Basic Concepts
Consider a measurable space (X, A) and a function K : X2 -+ R and two finite signed
measures 1p, v on (X, A).
Define a functional T with kernel K as follows:
T(1 , v) := TK(s, v) := JK(x, y)dp(x)dv(y).
We are interested in the case in which p and v are probability measures, or differences
of probability measures.
Let us consider first the case in which p = v = P, a fixed probability measure. In
such a case we denote T(P) := T(P, P), and we are concerned with the properties of
this functional.
Functionals of this form were first proposed by von Mises in 1947, and since then,
they have been studied by many researchers, among them we can mention: Filippova
[1961], Reeds [1976], Fernholz [1983] and many others.
von Mises first noticed that several known statistics can be expressed as statisti-
cal functionals with diverse kernels of different dimensions, in fact most of the known
statistics can be expressed in this form, for examples we refer to the work of Reeds
[1976], Fernholz [1983] and Filippova [1961]. Many advances have been made in Prob-
ability Theory since then, which allow us to give a different approach to the problem
of finding limiting distributions and establishing "universal" results independently of
P, the probability law of the population.
von Mises considered a statistical functional T(P), as a direct function of the
probability measure P, and using the concept of Gateaux differentiability (defined
below), he developed T(P) as a Taylor series, in order to express the difference T(Q)-
T(P) as a first derivative term J fpd(Q - P) plus a remainder r(Q, P).
For the empirical measure P, determined by a sample of order n, letting Q = P, we
have
T(P.) - T(P) = Jfpd(P. - P) + r(P., P)
where in principle f fpd(P, - P) is of order 1/V'i and r(Pn, P) = op(1/v'') as
n -+ oo. If so,
n' 2 (T(P)- T(P)) = n1/2 fpd(P, - P) + op(1)
and the asymptotic distribution of T(Pn) is determined by the first derivative term.
In order to start our analysis we first give the definition of three kinds of differ-
entiability following Reeds [1976], page 45, Chapter II.
Definition 4.1.1 Let B1, B2 be topological vector spaces and L(B 1, B2) the set of all
continuous linear transformations from B1 to B2. For 4 : B 1 -+ B2, z E B1 and
d4(z) E L(B 1, B2) define Rem : B1 -, B2 by
Rem(x + h) := O(x + h) - O(x) - d4(x)h
and Q : R x B1 --+ B2 by
S0 for t = 0Q(t,=h)) for t ` O.t j:or t#O.
Then we will say
(1) 4 is Gateaux differentiable, or that 4 has a directional derivative at z, with deriva-
tive d4(z) if
Vh E B, Q(t, h) --,+ 0 as t -+ 0.
(2) 4 is Hadamard or compactly differentiable at x with derivative do(z) if
VK C B1 compact, Q(t, h) -- 0 uniformly in h E K.
(3) 4 is Frechet differentiable at z with derivative d(zx) if
VB C B1 bounded, Q(t, h) -- 0 uniformly in h E B.
It is clear from these definitions that
4 Frchet differentiable = 4, compactly differentiable 4, Gateaux differentiable.
As noted by Reeds, Gateaux differentiability is the weakest one and Fr&chet differen-
tiability is the strongest. In fact, functions that are only Gateaux differentiable are
not too useful for our purposes. For examples of functions that are Gateaux differen-
tiable, but not Frichet or compactly differentiable and a function that is compactly
differentiable, but not Fr6chet differentiable, see Reeds [1976], pages 48-51.
We can also define the concept of differentiability when 0 is only defined on some
convex subset, and this will be the definition that we will adopt.
Consider P the space of all probability measures on a measurable space (X, A),
let P, Q E P, two probability measures, and take the "line segment" joining P and Q,
that is, the set of all probability measures that belong to {(1- A)P +AQ : 0 < A < 1}.
Definition 4.1.2 If T is a functional defined for P + A(Q - P) for small A and if
PTlim (P + A(Q - P)) - T(P)dT(P; Q - P) := lim...o+
exists, then we call dT(P; Q - P) the Gateaux derivative of T at P in the direction
of Q.
In a similar way we can define higher order derivatives by
dkdkT(P; Q- P) := T(P + ,(Q - P)) x=o+.
In the case of K : X2 --+ R and for the statistical functional generated by K, T(P) =
ff K(x, y)dP(x)dP(y), we have
d
dT(P; Q - P) = dT(P + AX(Q - P))•o=+ =
T(JJ ( K(z, y)d(P + A(Q - P))(x)d(P + A(Q - P))(y))I=o+ =
{ IJJ K(x, yz)dP(x)dP(y) + A JJK(x, y)dP(x)d(Q - P)(y)
+AJ K(x, y)d(Q - P)(z)dP(y) + A 2 K(x,y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y)}j=o+
= J K(z,y)dP(x)d(Q - P)(y) +J 1K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)dP(y).
In the rest of this chapter, we will use the stronger sense of Fr6chet differentiability,
and we will need a wider definition, in order to do so we will use Serfling [1980].
Let V be the space of all signed measures which can be expressed as a difference
of two probability measures times a constant, i.e. the set of all finite signed measures
of total mass zero,
S= c(P - Q): P, Q , c E R}.
If we equip 1 with a norm I" 1 1|, then we can define:
Definition 4.1.3 For T defined as above, we say that T has a differential at P E P
with respect to 11|11, if there exists a functional T(P; c(Q- P)) defined for c(Q- P) E D
and linear in c(Q - P), such that
T(Q) - T(P) - T(P; Q -P) = o(IIQ - PII)
as IIQ - P -l-+ 0. Then T(P; Q - P) is called the Frichet differential.
In order to relate this last definition with the previous one, we have the following:
Lemma 4.1.4 If T has a differential at P with respect to II II, then for any Q
dT(P, Q - P) exists and in fact
dT(P, Q -P) = T(P; Q - P)
Proof: See Serfling [1980], page 218, lemma A.
Therefore, to show that T is Frechet differentiable with respect to a norm I II on 9,
we have to show that:
T(Q) - T(P) - dT(P; Q - P)
= J K(x, y)dQ(x)dQ(y))- J K(z, y)dP(x)dP(y)
- j K(x, y)dP(x)d(Q - P)(y) - J K(xz,y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y)
= ff K(x,y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y)
is o(IIQ - Pi|).
So, for T to be differentiable, we need to have a norm II II "large" enough to check
that:
JJK(x,y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y) is o(IIQ - Pi|).
On the other hand, if we take Q = Pn the empirical measure concentrated on n
observations with law P, we have that if v'lIP,1 - P1i = Op(l) then VW(T(P,) -
T(P) - dT(P; Pn - P)) converges to 0 in probability, but |/|lIPn - PII = Op(1) is
only satisfied if the norm l . | is "small". Then we have a conflicting problem with
the size of the norm 11 1j. We will try to find a norm 1 - II on VD such that both
conditions are satisfied. But first we give an example of a functional T which is not
Fr6chet differentiable for 1" 1 -,up.
Example Let K(x, y) = 1,<,y , y E [0, 1] and consider the functional
T(P) = f fK(z, y)dP(x)dP(y)
= 1l dP()dP(y) =
10
Fp(y)dP(y)
where Fp(.) is the distribution function of P.
Let P,Q E and let G = F, F = Fp, H = G- F, then
T(Q - P,Q - P) =
We will see that T(Q - P, Q - P) is not o(llHII.|p) as IIHII5,p -- 0.
First we notice that H(0-) = H(1) = 0, and total variation (H) < 2. For n > 1 let
1 n.-
P n = o 6+n
and
i=n
Then for n fixed we have:
for
for
for
x 1
-2ni-+ L <X< 
1+ n
x > Pn-12n
for
for
for
X: <1
n
<>x
x >.
Therefore
Hn(X) = (FQ, - Fp.)(x) =
0
n
0
_1
n
for
for
for
for
in-S< x:
< a
i-< X:
for x > 1
From these expressions it is easy to see that:
HndQn = , H,,(j/n)l/n = 0
j=1
and
n-I
HdP, E H,(1/2n + j/n)l/n
J=--
n-I
= (1/n) C(-1/n)= -1/n.
j=o
So, If Hnd(Q, - P,)I = 1/n = IIHII~p, but
IT(Q. - P.,Qn - P.)[ = IJ H,(y)dH,(y)I = 1/n i o(IjHnjlp).
Therefore, T is not differentiable for 11 j- |p.
0
Fp.(x) = i+n1
and
Fq. () = {
ti-
0i H(y)dH(y).
4.2 Differentiability
We saw in the last section that for K a kernel defined in X2 and the functional
T(P) = ff K(x, y)dP(z)dP(y), we can define a differentiability notion in terms of a
norm j1 II in the space V, that is, all finite signed measures of total mass zero, in
the measurable space (X, A). We want to find a norm 11 I, such that T is Frichet
differentiable with respect to it, see Definition 4.1.3.
In the last years, many results in Probability Theory have been found using a norm
specified by a certain family of measurable functions 7F that is uniformly bounded,
we can define:
Definition 4.2.1 For " as above, and P, Q E P. Let
IIP- Q l= sup I f(x)d(P - Q)(x)I.
Depending on the selection of F we can have important properties such as F being
a "universal Donsker class", that is, for every probability measure P, the normalized
and centered empirical measure n(Pn - P) converges in law, with respect to uniform
convergence over F, to the limiting "Brownian bridge" process. So, another question
is, when is F a universal Donsker class?
For a given F C F• and its corresponding norm jj-I -, and T the functional
induced by K, if we want T to be Fr&chet differentiable with respect to the norm
II II-, we already know that we need
JJK(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y) = o(llQ - PlIy).
It seems natural to ask that for every y E X, f K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x) E F, but if we
use 11 - j1- as defined above then
a = IJ( K(z,y)d(Q-P)(x))d(Q-P)(y)I 5 sup |If(y)d(Q-P)(y)I = 11Q-PlF|,
but we can not guarantee that a = o(IIQ - PIIy).
So far we have noticed that considering a trace class operator TK, generated by a
kernel K(x, y), gives important results, so we will try to consider a class of functions
7F which i-cludes some of those kernels, and a norm II . I1 such that T is Fr6chet
differentiable with respect to that norm, to do so we recall Definition 3.2.1 and the
family defined by
ga,,M,2 = K: [0,1]2' -+ RI K E C,, and IIKIIc _5 M}
where a = 1+7, with 0 < 7 < 1 and f E Co means that K has first partial derivatives
and they satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 7, and the norm is the one we defined
in C, by
jK11110 = max sup{IDPK(x)l} + maxsup{ IDK(x) - DPK(y)I
where jlu = (u2 + u)x/ 2, E 12 and x,y E 12.
Let r be the set of all laws on I of the form (1/n) • .l ,S(j) for some
x(j)E Ij= 1,...,n, and let F(x,y)= M on 12. For e > 0, and Q E r L et
Definition 4.2.2
D(2)(e, Q, .,M,2,) sup{ m : for some 1K,..., Km E Ol+I,M,2, and forD ( Q, + 2) :=sup o j~S f0 K 1 - K3 2dQ > C2 fo FodQ = e2M2 .
By Theorem 3.2.11, for 0 < M < oo, as e 0
-2
log D(e, gl+1,M,2, d.up) x e•-•.
Let D,+(e, Q, gl+,M,2) = sup D(, ,). we will use a proposition proved in
Dudley [1984], page 106, Prop. 11.1.4, that states the following inequality:
log D1((e, g91+,M,2) < log D(e, 91+,M,2, d,up) +- e .C
Now we notice that a = 1 +y 7> 1, and we apply the next theorem:
Theorem 4.2.3 If a > d/2 then ga,M,d is a functional Donsker class for any M <
oo, d = 1,2,... and any law P on Id .
Proof: Use the above inequality taking d/a instead of 2/a for the general case, and
integrate from zero to one the square root of the log expression on the left. The
result follows from Pollard's central limit theorem, see Dudley [1984], page 117, Thm.
11.3.1. o
Therefore, l+YM,2, for 0 < 7 < 1 is not only a Donsker class, but a universal
Donsker class.
Remark 4.2.4 The last Theorem is sharp, since for a = d/2, dl/2,M,d is not a
Donsker class. See Dudley [1984], page 68, Thm. 8.1.1.
In the rest of this section we will define a class of functions ~F, such that, if
K(x, y) E F, then we will have that TK(P) is Fr6chet differentiable with respect to a
certain norm. Let us define
Definition 4.2.5
K : I2 -4 R: : K(x, y) - K(u, v)I < M(Ix - uly + ly - vil)SM,2and IK(z,y)| R M V(x,y),(u,v)E J2  J
where 0 < y5 -1,0 < M < oo.
and
Definition 4.2.6
9C' g :I - g R : (x) - g(y)I MIx -y
and Ig(z)I < M V, y E I
where 0 < a < 1,0 < M < oo.
From the definition above it is clear that, if P is such that 0 < a < a + < 1, then
(a) ga+P,M,1 C Ga,M,1
and if 0 < M < N < oo, then
(b) 9G,M,1 C ga,N,i.
Definition 4.2.7 Let p be a signed measure on I and define
t|ii,: = sup {I hdI}.
hEca,1,1
Remark 4.2.8 ,,M,1 is the same family given after definition 3.2.2, and by Theorem
4.2.3 if a > 1/2 then ga,M,l is a universal Donsker class for 0 < M < oo.
Now we will show that if 7 > 1/2 then TK is Frechet differentiable for II - j1Go,,1
Lemma 4.2.9 If K E 7"i+P,M,2, where a,,8 > 0 and 0 < M < oo, and I, v are
signed measures on I, then
I f K(x, y)dp()dv(y)I -2MfjIIplIIj II.
Proof: Let a,# > 0, M > 0 and K E 7'i+p,,2 and consider the difference of
the values of the function K on the vertices of the rectangle generated by (z, y) and
(u, v)E 12.
IK(z, y) - K(z, v) - K(u, y) + K(u, v)I
< IK(z, y) - K(z, v)I + IK(u,v) - K(u, y)l
5 Mjy - vl*" + + Mjy - v'"+ -= 2MIy - v|*+ 6.
On the other hand
IK(x, y)- K(x, v) - K(u, y) + K(u,v)j
< IK(x, y) - K(u, y)J + JK(u, v) - K(x, v)I
< MIx - ui*+p + Mix - uj'i+ = 2MIx - ul'+ 6
so
iK(x, y) - K(z, v) - K(u, y) + K(u, v)l < 2M min{Ix - ul0+1, ly - vli+1}.
But for w, z > 0, min{ zl+P, wa*+ } < z*w , since min{ z* 1+, w,+0} = (min{ z, w})z+P,
and if for example z = min{z,w} then z, < wO and so (min{z,w})*+O = z*zA <
za'w, therefore
IK(x, y) - K(z, v) - K(u, y) + K(u, v)j 5 2MIz - ulaly - vI. (**)
Now let f(x) := f(y,,)() = K(z, y) - K(z, v) then
if(z) - f(u)l = IK(z, y) - K(x, v) - K(u, y) + K(u, v)j 5 (2Miy - vl )Iz - uja,
for every x, u E I, and
If(x)l = IK(x,y) - K(x, v)j 5 Mly - vl*+ <5 2MIy - vjl
since ly - v <5 1, for (y, v) E 12. So, from the last two expressions we have that
f( ) = f(,,v) E ga,(2Mlj-ol), V(y, v) E 12,
and in particular f(,,) E gc,2M,1 for every (y, v) E 12, from remark (b). Besides
If f (,,)(x)d(x)i = j (K(x, y) - K(x, v))d,(x)j _5 2MIy - vIj pl ,
from the definition of II j, for every (y, v) E 12. So that, if we let pO(y) =
f K(x, y)dp(x) then
|(y)- p(v)j = I (K(x, y) - K(x, v))dp(x) < 2MIy - vjpll|jl (1)
and since K(., y) E g+p,,O,M, for any y E I fixed, so, Ip(y)I = If K(., y)d,(-)l 5 M
IIp.lllj+p, but by remark (a) ¢g+p,M,1 C ,,M,;,, so Ip(y') -<5 MijplII; and then p E
G,,2MIlll~s,, by (1), and finally
Iff Kx(z,y)dp(z)dv(y)j = I cp(y)dv(y)j 5 2MIjjlpljllijv
as we wanted to prove. 1
Now consider any 0 < a 5 1 and define
pm(P, Q) = lip - QII1, for P, Q E P.
We know that 1I. IJ| metrizes convergence of laws, so that if Pn is the empirical measure
of a sample of size n and a, P E (0, 1] then
IIPn - P|lI -- 0 iff IIPR - Pll; -+ 0.
Notice that for a = 1, f| -. |1 is just the BL* metric.
Suppose that K E 4,M,2 for some 7 > 1/2, let 1/2 < a < 7 and / = 7 - a > 0,
then
IJ K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q P)()(y)I 5 2MIIQ - P|IIIIQ - PI;*
by the previous Lemma, so
IlJ K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)d(Q - P)(y)| = o(jIQ - PII|)
as IIQ - PII< -= 0, and putting all this together with Definition 4.1.3 we have proved
the following:
Theorem 4.2.10 Let TK(P) = ff K(x, y)dP(x)dP(y) and K E 24,M,2 for some
7 > 1/2. Then TK(.) is Frichet differentiable at P for II •- jj, where jI~ I- = II- • ,,,,
for a as defined above. Even more Gx,1 is a universal Donsker class.
Remark 4.2.11 If we consider any 7 5 1/2, then C~, 1, 1 for a < 1/2 is not a Donsker
class by remark 4.2.4.
Remark 4.2.12 If 0 < 7 < 1/2 we can still have differentiability of TK at P with
respect to |11 ~ 1 with any 0 < a < 7.
Remark 4.2.13 If K E 'W4,M,2 for 7 > 1/2, O0 < M < 00 then
IK(x, y) - K(u, y)I < MIx - ul-
which by Theorem 2.1.5, implies that TK is a trace class operator. So, "4,M,2 C class
of all kernels of trace class operators.
Actually the conditions in Theorem 4.2.10 can be weakened slightly, for this purpose
we will need the following:
Lemma 4.2.14 Let a, b E [0, 1] and W, e > 0, such that + ~ < 1, then
min(a, b) < a'bc.
Proof: Suppose 0 < a < b < 1, then
min(a, b) - a 5< a' + = ala'a < ab'.
Now suppose 0 < b < a 5 1, then
min(a, b) = 6 5 b+ ' -= bwb < awb'.
Now suppose a > 1/2, take w such that a > w > 1/2 and define
V= W/a,
then 0 < cp < 1 and take
e > 0 such that + e <1.
For any a > 1/2 and any small / > 0, we define the following family of functions:
Definition 4.2.15
K: J2 RI I|K(z, y)- K(u, y) 5 Nix - ulj' ,
Nwhere N is nonnegative,
and IK(x, y) - K(z, v)l < Mly - vl '
with x, y, u, E I and M > 0.
For M > 0 we define as in 4.2.6 gaM,1, which is a universal Donsker class for any
a > 1/2 and 0 < M < oo. If we take K E 9a,N,2,j,M, then for x, y, u, v E I
IK(x, y) - K(x, v) - K(u, y) - K(u, v)l
5 IK(x, y) - K(u, y)I + IK(x, v) - K(u, v)
5 Iz - ul*A(y) + Ix - ul*A(y) < 2NIx - ul.
So, if we let f(x) := fy(,.)(x) = K(x, y) - K(x, v) for y, v E I fixed, then
If(x) - f(y)j < 2NIx - ula,
and we also have
IK(x, y) - K(x, v) - K(u, y) - K(u, v)
< IK(x, y) - K(x, v)i + IK(u, y) - K(u, v)l
5 2MIy - vil.
Let A = max{M, cN}. Then
IK(x, y) - K(x, v) - K(u, y) - K(u, v)j
5 2A min(zI - uj* , jy - vI).
Now we apply Lemma 4.2.14 taking a = |I - u1 , b = Iy - vo1,0p and e as defined
above, then we have
2A min(jz - uI*, iy - vi s ) < 2AIx - ul**Iy - vu '
= 2hlz - uljly - vj['
where w > 1/2 and fe > 0. Therefore,
IK(x, y) - K(x, v) - K(u, y)- K(u, v)l < 2~lx - ulwly - vIC' .
Now we refer to Lemma 3.2.9, and we follow the argument after (**) in the exact
same way taking A instead of M, w instead of a and pe instead of P to get:
Theorem 4.2.16 Let TK(P) = ff K(z,y)dP(x)dP(y), where K E G,N,2,P,M for
some a > 1/2 and any 0 < N < oo,O < M < oo and # > 0. Then for a > w > 1/2
TK(.) is Frichet differentiable •,c P for 1i - |Ij, = 1I1. |aw,,, and even more gw,1,, is a
universal Donsker class.
Remark 4.2.17 Just as before, any element of G ,N,2,P,M is the kernel of a trace
class operator by Theorem 2.1.5, in fact to get the class Ga,N,2,P,M from the original
hypotheses in the last theorem, all we need is a Lipschitz condition on the second vari-
able, of any positive order and the boundedness of A(y) required for the universality
of the class.
4.3 Asymptotic distribution of T(Pn)
Consider a kernel K : I 2 -, R, and the functional TK it defines for P any probability
measure on I.
TK(P) = l K(z, y)dP(z)dP(Y).
Recall that the differential of TK is given by:
dT(P; Q - P) = dT(P + )(Q- P))-x=o+
= J K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)dP(y) + f K(x, y)dP(x)d(Q - P)(y),
and
T(Q)- T(P) = dT(P; Q - P) + Rem,
where Rem, = ff K(x, y)d(Q - P)(x)d(P - Q)(y).
Lemma 4.3.1 If TK has a differential at P with respect to II . II, and we let {X;}
be observations on P (not necessarily independent) such that |IlP.n - P11 = Op(1),
where Pn is the empirical measure, then
v/iRemi,n 4 0.
Proof: See Serfling [1980], page 218, lemma B.
Remark 4.3.2 We already proved that for II . IIJjg,1 with w > 1/2, TK has a differ-
ential at P, even more since w > 1/2, wa,1, is a universal Donsker class, therefore,
v'fIIP.1 - PII|g,,11 = Op(1).
Then applying Lemma 4.3.1 we have that Vn-Reml, + 0.
If we ask K to be symmetric
dT(P; Q - P) = 2f K(, y)dP(x)d(Q - P)(y)
and if we let tj [P; y] = 2 f K(x, y)dP(x), then dT(P; Q - P) = f t1 [P; y]d(Q - P)(y).
It is possible now to represent dT(P; P1,- P) in the form of a V statistic as defined
in Serfling [1980], page 174, to do so we use the following representation:
Jtd[P; y]d(Q - P)(y) = f(y)dQ(y)
where
h(y) = t[P; y] - ftd[P; y]dP(y)
= 2 K(x, y)dP(x) - 21ff K(x, y)dP(x)dP(y),
in particular we have Sih(y)dP(y) = 0 = Ep(h(y)).
Then f 1 -" d=V
dT(P; P. - P) = h(y)dP,(y) = h(y,)= V,
in fact i(y) = i(P; y). Now
Varp(h(P; y)) = Ep(h(P; y)) 2
= (2f K(, y)dP(x) - 2f K(x, y)dP(x)dP(y)) 2dP(y)
= 4[/(/K(x, y)dP(x))2dP(y) - C].
So, we can state the following:
Theorem 4.3.3 Let {Xi,}?l be-independent observations having law P on I. Let TK
the functional induced by K E oa,N,2,,,M,a > 1/2,1, N, M > 0 and assume also that
K is symmetric, let o2 (T, P) = Varp(l(P; y)) and assume that 0 < a(T, P) < oo.
Then
T(P,) is asymptotically N(T(P), -•1(T, P)).
Proof: By Theorem A, Serfling [1980], page 226, all we need to see is that
Ieml,n - 0, but this is true if K E g,,N,,2,,M, by remark 4.3.2. 0
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